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JUSTIFICATION OF PRANDTL ANSATZ FOR MHD BOUNDARY LAYER
CHENG-JIE LIU, FENG XIE, AND TONG YANG
Abstract. As a continuation of [43], the paper aims to justify the high Reynolds numbers limit for the MHD
system with Prandtl boundary layer expansion when no-slip boundary condition is imposed on velocity field
and perfect conducting boundary condition on magnetic field. Under the assumption that the viscosity and
resistivity coefficients are of the same order and the initial tangential magnetic field on the boundary is not
degenerate, we justify the validity of the Prandtl boundary layer expansion and give a L8 estimate on the
error by multi-scale analysis.
1. Introduction and Main Results
For electrically conducting fluid such as plasmas and liquid metals, the system of magnetohydrodynam-
ics(denoted by MHD) is a fundamental system to describe the motion of fluid under the influence of electro-
magnetic field. The study on the MHD was initiated by Hannes Alfve´n who showed that magnetic field can
induce currents in a moving conductive fluid with a new propagation mechanism along the magnetic field,
called Alfve´n waves (see [3]). One important problem about MHD is to understand the inviscid and vanishing
resistivity limit in a domain with boundary. The purpose of this paper is to justify this high Reynold numbers
limit when the tangential magnetic field is not degenerate on the boundary.
To this end, consider the following two-dimensional (2D) incompressible viscous MHD equations in the
domain tpt, x, yq|t ą 0, x P T, y P R`u,$&%
Btuǫ ` puǫ ¨∇quǫ `∇pǫ ´ pHǫ ¨∇qHǫ “ µǫ△uǫ,
BtHǫ ` puǫ ¨∇qHǫ ´ pHǫ ¨∇quǫ “ κǫ△Hǫ,
∇ ¨ uǫ “ 0, ∇ ¨Hǫ “ 0.
(1. 1)
Here uǫ “ puǫ, vǫq and Hǫ “ phǫ, gǫq stand for the velocity field and magnetic field respectively, pǫ denotes
the total pressure, the tangential variable is periodic: x P T, and the normal variable y P R`. Also we
assume µ, κ are positive constants, and the viscosity and resistivity coefficients are of the same order in a
small parameter ǫ. The initial data of (1. 1) is given by
puǫ,Hǫq|t“0 “ pu0,H0qpx, yq “ pu0, v0, h0, g0qpx, yq (1. 2)
independent of ǫ. The no-slip boundary condition is imposed on velocity field, and the perfectly conducting
boundary condition on magnetic field:
uǫ|y“0 “ 0, pByhǫ, gǫq|y“0 “ 0. (1. 3)
The initial-boundary value problem (1. 1)-(1. 3) with fixed ǫ ą 0 has been investigated and its global
well-posedness is well known, see [11, 56] for instance. Let us also mention that there are vast literatures on
the MHD system, in particular in the case without boundaries, cf. [1, 5–8, 27, 38, 39, 62] and the references
therein.
In this paper, we are concerned with the asymptotic behavior of solutions puǫ,Hǫq to problem (1. 1)-(1. 3)
as ǫÑ 0. Formally, when ǫ “ 0, (1. 1) becomes the following incompressible ideal MHD system:$&%
Btu0 ` pu0 ¨∇qu0 `∇p0 ´ pH0 ¨∇qH0 “ 0,
BtH0 ` pu0 ¨∇qH0 ´ pH0 ¨∇qu0 “ 0,
∇ ¨ u0 “ 0, ∇ ¨H0 “ 0,
(1. 4)
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where the velocity field u0 “ pu0, v0q and magnetic field H0 “ ph0, g0q. Naturally, we endow (1. 4) with
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on normal components of velocity and magnetic field:
pv0, g0q|y“0 “ 0. (1. 5)
Note that such boundary condition (1. 5) is sufficient to solve (1. 4), since the boundary ty “ 0u is the
streamline for (1. 4) under (1. 5).
Comparing the boundary conditions (1. 3) with (1. 5), there is a mismatch between the tangential com-
ponent puǫ, hǫqpt, x, yq and pu0, h0qpt, x, yq on the boundary ty “ 0u. According to the classical Prandtl
boundary layer theory [51], there is a thin layer of width of order
?
ǫ near the boundary, in which puǫ, hǫq
changes dramatically from its boundary data to the outer flow pu0e, h0eqpt, x, yq. In other words, there exist
boundary layer profiles u0bpt, x, y?ǫ q and hb0pt, x, y?ǫ q, such that the solution to the problem (1. 1)-(1. 3) is
expected to have the form:#
puǫ,Hǫqpt, x, yq “ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ` pu0b , 0, h0b , 0qpt, x, y?ǫ q ` op1q,
pǫpt, x, yq “ p0pt, x, yq ` op1q, (1. 6)
where the error terms op1q tends to zero in L8-norm as ǫ tends to zero.
We are devoted to verify the Prandtl boundary layer expansion in (1. 6) for the MHD system (1. 1)-(1. 3).
Let us first review some mathematical results on the classical boundary layer theory. It is well known that
in both physics and mathematics, the study on fluid around a rigid body with high Reynolds number is
important and challenging, and the fluid motion exhibit rather complicated behaviors, especially near the
surface of body. This is partially due to the appearance of boundary layers, whose formation is formally
explained by Prandtl [51] in 1904. Prandtl also derived the simplified equations, the well-known Prandtl
equations, from the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with no-slip boundary condition on velocity, to
describe the fluid motion in the boundary layer. Under the monotone assumption on the tangential velocity
in the normal direction, Oleinik firstly in 1960s’ obtained the local existence of classical solutions of 2D
Prandtl equations by using the Crocco transformation, cf. [49]. The result together with some other related
works are well written in the classical book [50]. Recently, this well-posedness result was established in the
Sobolev spaces by using energy methods in [2] and [47] independently. Moreover, by imposing an additional
favorable condition on the pressure, a global in time weak solution was obtained in [61]. Some of these
results were generalized to 3D case with special structure in [41] and [42]. In the absence of monotonicity
condition, boundary separation can be observed, and so far we only gain the local-in-time solvability of
the Prandtl equations in the analytic framework [28, 32, 33, 45, 53, 63] or Gevrey framework [17, 35–37]. To
our knowledge, the solvability of Prandtl equations for general initial data in a Sobolev class is still open,
although some interesting ill-posedness (or instability) results for Prandtl equations have been established,
cf. [13, 14, 18, 20–22, 25, 34, 40, 44] and the references therein. On the other hand, the rigorous verification
of the Prandtl boundary layer theory, i.e., the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations as a superposition of
solutions to the Euler and Prandtl systems in vanishing viscosity limit, was achieved only for some specific
cases, e.g., in the analytic framework in [53,54,57]. In 2014, the convergence problem in 2D case was studied
by Maekawa [46] that requires that the vorticity of flow vanishes in a neighborhood of boundary initially,
and such condition implies the analyticity of the initial data with respect to the tangential variable in the
same region. In 2016, the authors in [16] improved the results of Sammartino & Caflisch [53, 54] in Gevery
class. For the steady case, Guo & Nguyen in [26] justified the Prandtl boundary layer expansions for the
steady Navier-Stokes flows over a moving plate, and similar results for steady flows were obtained in [29–31].
Very recently, Ge´rard-Varet & Maekawa in [15] shows the H1 stability of shear flows of Prandtl type and
verifies the Prandtl expansions for the steady Navier-Stokes equations with no-slip boundary condition. It is
remarkable that the solvability of Prandtl equations does not necessarily imply the validity of corresponding
Prandtl boundary layer expansions, see the counterexamples in [20, 23, 24].
For plasma, the boundary layer equations can be derived from the fundamental MHD system and they are
more complicated than the classical Prandtl system because of the coupling of magnetic field with velocity
field through the Maxwell equations. It should be emphasized that the MHD boundary layer is an important
problem in study of plasma with fruitful results, cf. [4,11,12,19,52,58,60]. On one hand, if the magnetic field
is transversal to the boundary, there are extensive discussions on the so-called Hartmann boundary layer,
cf. [9, 10]. On the other hand, if the magnetic field is tangent to the boundary, it is just the case we are
concerned with in this paper. Note that in physics, it is believed that the magnetic field has a stabilizing
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effect on the boundary layer that could provide a mechanism for containment of some kind of instability
and singularity. Recently, the same authors of this paper established the well-posedness of MHD boundary
layer equations in weighted Sobolev spaces without monotonicity condition on the velocity in [43]. The key
assumption is that tangential magnetic field is not degenerate on the boundary. As the continuation of [43],
we study the high Reynolds numbers limit problem for (1. 1)-(1. 3). Precisely, by applying the multi-scale
expansion of puǫ,Hǫq in Sections 2 and 3, we will justify the validity of the Prandtl boundary layer theory in
(1. 6) under the non-degeneracy condition on the initial tangential magnetic field on the boundary. As it is
well known that the Alfve´n wave propagates along the magnetic field, this result in some sense justifies the
physical phenomena that the Alfve´n wave along the boundary carries away the energy so that it stabilizes
the boundary layer rigorously in mathematics.
We are now ready to state main result in this paper as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let m ě 36 be an integer. Let the initial data pu0,H0qpx, yq P HmpTˆ R`q satisfy:
i) u0 “ pu0, v0q is a divergence free vector field vanishing on the boundary, and H0 “ ph0, g0q is a divergence
free vector field tangent to the boundary;
ii) there exists a small ǫ0 ą 0 such that the following ‘strong’ compatibility conditions hold for any ǫ P r0, ǫ0s,
Bitpuǫ, vǫ, gǫqp0q|y“0 “ 0, Bi´1t Byhǫp0q|y“0 “ 0, 1 ď i ď r
m
2
s ´ 3,
where rks, k P R stands for the largest integer less than or equal to k, and Bitpuǫ, vǫ, hǫ, gǫqp0q is the
i´th time derivative at tt “ 0u of any solution of (1. 1)-(1. 3), as calculated from (1. 1) to yield an
expression in terms of derivatives of pu0,H0q;
iii) the initial tangential magnetic filed is non-degenerate:
h0px, 0q ě δ0 ą 0 for some constant δ0. (1. 7)
Then there exists T˚ ą 0 independent of ǫ such that, the problem (1. 1)-(1. 3) admits a solution puǫ,Hǫq in
the time interval r0, T˚s, and there exists a smooth solution pu0,H0qpt, x, yq P C
`r0, T˚s, Hm˘ to the problem
(1. 4)-(1. 5) with the initial data pu0,H0q, and a boundary layer profile
pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b q P C
`r0, T˚s ˆ Tˆ R`˘,
such that for any arbitrarily small σ ą 0,
sup
0ďtďT˚
››puǫ,Hǫqpt, x, yq ´ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ´ `u0b ,?ǫv0b , h0b ,?ǫg0b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘››L8xy ď Cǫ3{8´σ , (1. 8)
where the constant C ą 0 is independent of ǫ.
Remark 1.1. The assumptions on the regularity and compatibility conditions of the initial data pu0,H0q
are not optimal. Here, we mainly utilize such assumptions to verify Proposition 2.2 in Subsection 2.2. One
may relax the requirement on the regularity and compatibility conditions.
Finally, we would like to comment why the justification of the high Reynolds numbers limit can be achieved
for MHD in the framework of Sobolev space, but the corresponding problem for incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations remains open. Note that after receiving the solvability of boundary layer equations, the key issue
to verify the Pandtl ansatz is to control the interaction, mainly in the boundary layer, between the vorticity
produced by the boundary layer and the outer vorticity generated by the initial one. For the Navier-Stokes
equations, some essential cancellations are observed in [2] and [47] for recovering the loss of derivatives in
the well-posedness theory of classical Prandtl equations. If we use these cancellations to govern the above
interaction, it will destroy the divergence free structure of newly introduced unknown functions for velocity
field, and then the uniform estimation on the pressure function becomes a challenging and unsolved problem.
However, for MHD system, the newly observed cancellation mechanism for MHD boundary layer equations
in [43] not only can be utilized to control the desired interaction, but also preserves the divergence free
condition of the newly defined unknown function for velocity field. It needs to be emphasized that in this
analysis, the non-degeneracy condition on the tangential magnetic field plays an essential role.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we will construct a suitable approximation solution and
derive some necessary estimates. In Section 3, the error of the approximation is estimated in L8-norm for
the proof of Theorem 1.1. Finally, to make the paper self-contained, we will provide several proofs and
computations in the appendix.
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2. Construction of approximate solution
To prove Theorem 1.1, we need to construct high order approximate solutions to the problem (1. 1)-(1. 3).
Precisely, we take the forms of approximate solutions as follows:$’’&’’%
pua,Haqpt, x, yq “ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ` `u0b ,?ǫv0b , h0b ,?ǫg0b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘
`?ǫ
”
pu1,H1qpt, x, yq ` `u1b,?ǫv1b , h1b ,?ǫg1b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘ı,
papt, x, yq “ p0pt, x, yq ` ?ǫp1pt, x, yq ` ǫp1bpt, x, y?ǫ q,
(2. 1)
where the functions with subscript b denote the boundary layer profile. In the next six subsections, we will
give the construction of the profiles in the above approximation (2. 1).
Keep in mind that the fast variable η “ y?
ǫ
, and in the following derivation we assume first that for
i “ 0, 1,
lim
ηÑ`8
puib, vib, hib, gibqpt, x, ηq “ 0, lim
ηÑ`8
p1bpt, x, ηq “ 0,
which means the boundary layer profiles decay to zero away from the boundary.
2.1. Zeroth-order inner flow. From the arguments in the previous section, we know that the leading order
inner flow pu0,H0, p0qpt, x, yq in the ansatz (2. 1) satisfies the following initial-boundary value problem for
incompressible ideal MHD equations,$’&’’%
Btu0 ` pu0 ¨∇qu0 `∇p0 ´ pH0 ¨∇qH0 “ 0,
BtH0 ` pu0 ¨∇qH0 ´ pH0 ¨∇qu0 “ 0,
∇ ¨ u0 “ 0, ∇ ¨H0 “ 0,
pv0, g0q|y“0 “ 0, pu0,H0q|t“0 “ pu0,H0qpx, yq
(2. 2)
in the domain tpt, x, yq|t ą 0, x P T, y P R`u, where the velocity field u0 “ pu0, v0q and magnetic field
H0 “ ph0, g0q. Note that the equations of (2. 2) can also be obtained by putting the ansatz (2. 1) into
(1. 1), setting the terms of order ǫ0 equal to zero and letting the fast variable η Ñ `8.
The well-posedness of problem (2. 2) is guaranteed by the results in [55,59] that can be stated as follows.
Proposition 2.1. Let m ą 1 be a integer, and let the initial data pu0,H0qpx, yq P HmpTˆ R`q satisfy that
u0 and H0 are divergence free vector fields tangent to the boundary.Then there exists a time T0 ą 0 and a
smooth solution pu0,H0, p0qpt, x, yq to (2. 2) satisfying
pu0,H0,∇p0qpt, x, yq P
mč
j“0
Cj
`r0, T0s;Hm´jpTˆ R`q˘,
Remark 2.1. When the initial data of (2. 2) satisfy the assumption of initial data in Theorem 1.1, we can
gain more information on the trace of the tangential components u0 and h0, which will be used to ensure the
compatibility conditions of the problems investigated in the following subsections. More precisely,
u0pt, x, 0q|t“0 “ u0px, 0q “ 0, h0pt, x, 0q|t“0 “ h0px, 0q ě δ0 ą 0 (2. 3)
and
Bitu0pt, x, 0q|t“0 “ 0, Bi´1t Byh0pt, x, 0q|t“0 “ 0, 1 ď i ď r
m
2
s ´ 3. (2. 4)
Then, by the properties of the solution pu0,H0, p0qpt, x, yq established in Proposition 2.1, it is not hard to see
that there exists a time T1 ď T0, such that the boundary value h0pt, x, 0q ě δ02 for all t P r0, T1s. Moreover,
the trace theorem yields
sup
0ďtďT1
m´1ÿ
i“0
››Bitpu0, h0, Bxp0qpt, x, 0q››Hm´1´ipTxq ă `8. (2. 5)
After establishing the leading order inner profile pu0,H0, p0qpt, x, yq, we now turn to construct the leading
order MHD boundary layer profile.
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2.2. Zero-order boundary layer. As in [43], we know that the zero-order MHD boundary layer profile
pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b qpt, x, ηq is given by#
pu0b , h0bqpt, x, ηq :“ pup, hpqpt, x, ηq ´ pu0, h0qpt, x, 0q,
v0b pt, x, ηq :“
ş8
η
Bxu0bpt, x, η˜qdη˜, g0b pt, x, ηq :“
ş8
η
Bxh0bpt, x, η˜qdη˜,
(2. 6)
and pup, hpqpt, x, ηq can be solved by the following boundary layer system:$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Btup ` pupBx ` vpBηqup ´ phpBx ` gpBηqhp “ µB2ηup ´ Bxp0pt, x, 0q,
Bthp ` pupBx ` vpBηqhp ´ phpBx ` gpBηqup “ κB2ηhp,
Bxup ` Bηvp “ 0, Bxhp ` Bηgp “ 0,
pup, vp, Bηhp, gpq|η“0 “ 0, lim
ηÑ`8
pup, hpqpt, x, ηq “ pu0, h0qpt, x, 0q,
pup, hpq|t“0 “ pu0, h0qp0, x, 0q “
`
0, h0px, 0q
˘
(2. 7)
in the domain tpt, x, ηq|t P r0, T0s, x P T, η P R`u, where we have used (2. 3) in the above initial data.
Moreover, it follows that from (2. 3),
hpp0, x, ηq ě δ0 ą 0. (2. 8)
By the main theorem in [43], we have the local well-posedness theory of solutions to the initial-boundary
value problem (2. 7). Before we state the well-posedness theorem, let us introduce some weighted Sobolev
spaces used in this subsection. Denote by
Ω :“  px, ηq : x P T, η P R`(.
For any l P R, denote by L2l pΩq the weighted Lebesgue space with respect to the spatial variables:
L2l pΩq :“
!
fpx, ηq : ΩÑ R, }f}L2
l
pΩq :“
´ ż
Ω
xηy2l|fpx, ηq|2dxdη
¯ 1
2 ă `8
)
, xηy “ 1` η,
and then, for any given m P N, denote by Hml pΩq the weighted Sobolev spaces:
Hml pΩq :“
!
fpx, ηq : ΩÑ R, }f}Hm
l
pΩq :“
´ ÿ
m1`m2ďm
}xηyl`m2Bm1x Bm2η f}2L2pΩq
¯ 1
2 ă `8
)
.
Combining Remark 2.1 with the condition (2. 8), we have the following result by the main theorem in [43].
Proposition 2.2. Let pu0,H0, p0qpt, x, yq be the leading order inner flow with the initial data pu0,H0q which
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Then, there exist a positive time 0 ă T2 ď T1 and a unique solution
pup, vp, hp, gpqpt, x, ηq to the initial boundary value problem (2. 7), such that
hppt, x, ηq ě δ0
2
, @ pt, x, ηq P r0, T2s ˆ Ω (2. 9)
with the constant δ0 ą 0 given in (2. 8), and for any l ě 0,`
uppt, x, ηq ´ u0pt, x, 0q, hppt, x, ηq ´ h0pt, x, 0q˘ P rm{2s´1č
i“0
W i,8
´
0, T2;H
rm{2s´1´i
l pΩq
¯
. (2. 10)
Moreover, it holds that for the profile pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b qpt, x, ηq defined by (2. 6),
pu0b , h0bqpt, x, ηq P
rm{2s´1č
i“0
W i,8
´
0, T2;H
rm{2s´1´i
l pΩq
¯
, (2. 11)
pv0b , g0b qpt, x, ηq, pBηv0b , Bηg0b qpt, x, ηq P
rm{2s´2č
i“0
W i,8
`
0, T2;H
rm{2s´2´i
l pΩq
˘
. (2. 12)
Proof. First of all, by using (2. 3) and (2. 20) it can be deduced that, the initial-boundary values of (2. 7)
satisfy the compatibility conditions up to order rm{2s ´ 3. Then, the local well-posedness theory of the
solution pup, vp, hp, gpqpt, x, ηq to problem (2. 7), and the relation (2. 10) has been obtained in [43]. Note
that the initial data of pup, hpq, given in (2. 7), is independent of normal variable η, therefore the index l
of weight with respect to η in (2. 10) can be arbitrary large. Moreover, (2. 11) follows automatically by
combining (2. 6)1 with (2. 10). Therefore, we only need to show (2. 12).
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From (2. 6)2 we obtain pBηv0b , Bηg0b q “ ´pBxu0b , Bxh0bq, and for α P N2, l ě 0,ˇˇxηylBαtxv0b pt, x, ηqˇˇ “ ˇˇxηyl ż 8
η
BαtxBxu0bpt, x, η˜qdη˜
ˇˇ ď ż 8
η
ˇˇxη˜ylBαtxBxu0bpt, x, η˜qˇˇdη˜
À xηy 12´l0››xηyl`l0BαtxBxu0bpt, x, ηq››L2η
provided l0 ą 12 , which implies that››Bαtxv0b pt, ¨q››L2
l
pΩq À
››xηy 12´l0››
L2η
¨ ››BαtxBxu0bpt, ¨q››L2
l`l0
pΩq À
››BαtxBxu0bpt, ¨q››L2
l`l0
pΩq
provided l0 ą 1. Similarly, we have that for l0 ą 1,››Bαtxg0b pt, ¨q››L2
l
pΩq À
››BαtxBxh0bpt, ¨q››L2
l`l0
pΩq.
By using the above two inequalities and combining with (2. 11), we get (2. 12) immediately. 
From (2. 6) and the divergence free conditions in (2. 7) we have another expression for pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b q:$’’&’’%
pu0b , h0bqpt, x, ηq “ pup, hpqpt, x, ηq ´ pu0, h0qpt, x, 0q,
pv0b , g0b qpt, x, ηq “ pvp, gpqpt, x, ηq ` ηpBxu0, Bxh0qpt, x, 0q
` ş8
0
´
Bxuppt, x, ηq ´ Bxu0pt, x, 0q, Bxhppt, x, ηq ´ Bxh0pt, x, 0q
¯
dη,
(2. 13)
which implies that by virtue of the boundary conditions pvp, gpq|η“0 “ 0 in (2. 7),
pv0b , g0b qpt, x, 0q “
ż 8
0
´
Bxuppt, x, ηq ´ Bxu0pt, x, 0q, Bxhppt, x, ηq ´ Bxh0pt, x, 0q
¯
dη. (2. 14)
Then we can derive the problem of pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b qpt, x, ηq. Indeed, from (2. 13) and (2. 14) it holds#
pup, hpqpt, x, ηq “ pu0b , h0bqpt, x, ηq ` pu0, h0qpt, x, 0q,
pvp, gpqpt, x, ηq “ pv0b , g0b qpt, x, ηq ´ pv0b , g0b qpt, x, 0q ´ ηpBxu0, Bxh0qpt, x, 0q.
By using the notation of f¯pt, xq to stand for the trace of function fpt, x, yq on the boundary ty “ 0u, we
substitute the above expression into the problem (2. 7) to obtain that$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
Btu0b ` pu0 ` u0bqBxu0b ` pv0b ´ v0b ´ ηBxu0qBηu0b ´ ph0 ` h0bqBxh0b ´ pg0b ´ g0b ´ ηBxh0qBηh0b
`Bxu0 u0b ´ Bxh0 h0b “ µB2ηu0b ,
Bth0b ` pu0 ` u0bqBxh0b ` pv0b ´ v0b ´ ηBxu0qBηh0b ´ ph0 ` h0bqBxu0b ´ pg0b ´ g0b ´ ηBxh0qBηu0b
`Bxu0 h0b ´ Bxh0 u0b “ κB2ηh0b ,
Bxu0b ` Bηv0b “ 0, Bxh0b ` Bηg0b “ 0,
pu0b , Bηh0bq|η“0 “ ´
`
u0pt, xq, 0˘, lim
ηÑ`8
pu0b , h0bq “ 0,
pu0b , h0bq|t“0 “ 0,
(2. 15)
where we have used the equations of pu0, h0q on the boundary ty “ 0u from the problem (2. 2)-(??). Moreover,
from (2. 15) we know that g0b satisfies the following equation:
Btgb0 ` pu0 ` u0bqBxg0b ` pv0b ´ v0b ´ ηBxu0qBηg0b ´ ph0 ` h0bqBxv0b ´ pg0b ´ g0b ´ ηBxh0qBηv0b
´ Bx
`
g0b ` ηBxh0
˘
u0b ´ Bxh0v0b ` Bx
`
v0b ` ηBxu0
˘
h0b ` Bxu0 g0b “ κB2ηg0b .
(2. 16)
After constructing the leading order inner flow pu0,H0, p0q and boundary layer profile pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b q, we
proceed to construct the next order inner MHD flow.
2.3. First-order inner flow. Put the ansatz (2. 1) into (1. 1) and set the terms of order ǫ1{2 equal to zero,
then letting η Ñ `8 yields the first order inner flow pu1,H1, p1qpt, x, yq satisfies the following linearized
ideal MHD equations in the region tpt, x, yq|t P r0, T2s, x P T, y P R`u:$&%
Btu1 ` pu0 ¨∇qu1 `∇p1 ´ pH0 ¨∇qH1 ` pu1 ¨∇qu0 ´ pH1 ¨∇qH0 “ 0,
BtH1 ` pu0 ¨∇qH1 ´ pH0 ¨∇qu1 ` pu1 ¨∇qH0 ´ pH1 ¨∇qu0 “ 0,
∇ ¨ u1 “ 0, ∇ ¨H1 “ 0,
(2. 17)
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where u1 “ pu1, v1q and H1 “ ph1, g1q. The initial data is chosen to be zero:
pu1,H1q|t“0 “ 0, (2. 18)
and the boundary conditions of pv1e , g1eq in (2. 17) are imposed by
pv1e , g1eqpt, x, 0q “ ´pv0b , g0b qpt, x, 0q “
ˆ
´
ż 8
0
Bxu0bpt, x, η˜qdη˜,´
ż 8
0
Bxh0bpt, x, η˜qdη˜
˙
, (2. 19)
to homogenous the boundary conditions of oder ǫ1{2 for the normal components of puǫ,Hǫq. It is noted
that the boundary condition (2. 19) is sufficient to solve the initial-boundary value problem (2. 17)-(2. 19).
Moreover, from (2. 11) we know that
pv1e , g1eqpt, x, 0q P
rm{2s´3č
i“0
W i,8
´
0, T2;H
rm{2s´2´ipTxq
¯
. (2. 20)
By a similar argument as for the Proposition 2.1 for initial-boundary value problem of the linearized ideal
MHD equations (2. 17)-(2. 19), or as a direct consequence of the main results in [48], we have
Proposition 2.3. Let pu0,H0, p0qpt, x, yq be the leading order inner flow with the initial data pu0,H0q which
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Let the boundary condition (2. 20) hold. Then there exists a smooth
solution pu1,H1, p1qpt, x, yq to problem (2. 17)-(2. 19) in the time interval r0, T3s, such that
pu1,H1,∇p1qpt, x, yq P
rm{2s´2č
j“0
Cj
´
r0, T3s;H rm{2s´2´j
`
Tˆ R`
˘¯
,
where 0 ă T3 ď T2 is the local lifespan of solution pu1,H1, p1qpt, x, yq.
Now we consider the following approximation solutions to the problem (1. 1)-(1. 3):#
pua0,Ha0qpt, x, yq “ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ` `u0b ,?ǫv0b , h0b ,?ǫg0b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘`?ǫpu1,H1qpt, x, yq,
pa0pt, x, yq “ p0pt, x, yq ` ?ǫp1pt, x, yq. (2. 21)
From the above construction of pui,Hi, piqpi “ 0, 1q and pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b q, a direct calculation reads$’’’’’&’’’’’%
Btua0 ` pua0 ¨∇qua0 `∇pa0 ´ pHa0 ¨∇qHa0 ´ µǫ△ua0 “ Ra0u ,
BtHa0 ` pua0 ¨∇qHa0 ´ pHa0 ¨∇qua0 ´ κǫ△Ha0 “ Ra0H ,
∇ ¨ ua0 “ 0, ∇ ¨Ha0 “ 0,`
ua0,Ha0
˘|t“0 “ pu0,H0qpx, yq,
ua0|y“0 “
`?
ǫu1pt, x, 0q, 0˘, Byha0|y“0 “ `Byh0 `?ǫByh1˘pt, x, 0q, ga0|y“0 “ 0,
(2. 22)
where the remainder terms Ra0u “ pRa01 , Ra02 q and Ra0H “ pRa03 , Ra04 q are summarized as follows,$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
Ra01 “
`
u0 ´ u0 `?ǫu1˘Bxu0b ` “v0 ´ yByv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1˘‰Byu0b ´ `h0 ´ h0 `?ǫh1˘Bxh0b
´“g0 ´ yByg0 `?ǫ`g1 ´ g1˘‰Byh0b ` u0b`Bxu0 ´ Bxu0 `?ǫBxu1˘`?ǫv0bByu0
´h0b
`Bxh0 ´ Bxh0 `?ǫBxh1˘´?ǫg0bByh0 `Rhigh1 ,
Ra02 “
?
ǫ
”
Btv0b ` pu0 ` u0bqBxv0b `
`
v0 `?ǫv1 `?ǫv0b
˘Byv0b ´ ph0 ` h0bqBxg0b
´`g0 `?ǫg1 `?ǫg0b˘Byg0b ` vb0Byv0 ´ gb0Byg0 ´ µǫB2yv0bı
`u0b
`Bxv0 `?ǫBxv1˘´ h0b`Bxg0 `?ǫBxg1˘`Rhigh2 ,
Ra03 “
`
u0 ´ u0 `?ǫu1˘Bxh0b ` “v0 ´ yByv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1˘‰Byh0b ´ `h0 ´ h0 `?ǫh1˘Bxu0b
´“g0 ´ yByg0 `?ǫ`g1 ´ g1˘‰Byu0b ` u0b`Bxh0 ´ Bxh0 `?ǫBxh1˘`?ǫv0bByh0
´h0b
`Bxu0 ´ Bxu0 `?ǫBxu1˘´?ǫg0bByu0 `Rhigh3 ,
Ra04 “
?
ǫ
”
Btg0b ` pu0 ` u0bqBxg0b `
`
v0 `?ǫv1 `?ǫv0b
˘Byg0b ´ ph0 ` h0bqBxv0b
´`g0 `?ǫg1 `?ǫg0b˘Byv0b ` vb0Byg0 ´ gb0Byv0 ´ κǫB2yg0bı
`u0b
`Bxg0 `?ǫBxg1˘´ h0b`Bxv0 `?ǫBxv1˘`Rhigh4 ,
(2. 23)
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with$’’’’’&’’’’’’%
R
high
1 “ ǫ
!
u1Bxu1 ` pv1 ` v0b qByu1 ´ h1Bxh1 ´ pg1 ` g0b qByh1 ´ µ△
`
u0 `?ǫu1˘´ µB2xu0b),
R
high
2 “ ǫ
!
u1Bxpv1 ` v0b q ` pv1 ` v0b qByv1 ´ h1Bxpg1 ` g0b q ´ pg1 ` g0b qByg1 ´ µ△
`
v0 `?ǫv1˘´ µ?ǫB2xv0b),
R
high
3 “ ǫ
!
u1Bxh1 ` pv1 ` v0b qByh1 ´ h1Bxu1 ´ pg1 ` g0b qByu1 ´ κ△
`
h0 `?ǫh1˘´ κB2xh0b),
R
high
4 “ ǫ
!
u1Bxpg1 ` g0b q ` pv1 ` v0b qByg1 ´ h1Bxpv1 ` v0b q ´ pg1 ` g0b qByv1 ´ κ△
`
g0 `?ǫg1˘´ κ?ǫB2xg0b).
(2. 24)
The leading order terms of the remainders Ra0i , 1 ď i ď 4 mainly exist in the boundary layer, i.e., in the
neighborhood of size of
?
ǫ near the boundary, and it is easy to check that
R
high
i “ Opǫq, i “ 1 „ 4.
Thanks to the equation (2. 16) for g0b we find that the remainder R
a0
4 is actually of order ǫ. Indeed, by virtue
of (2. 16) we can rewrite Ra04 as
Ra04 “
?
ǫ
!`
u0 ´ u0˘Bxg0b ` “v0 ´ yByv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1˘‰Byg0b ´ `h0 ´ h0˘Bxv0b
´ “g0 ´ yByg0 `?ǫ`g1 ´ g1˘‰Byv0b ` v0b `Byg0 ´ Byg0˘´ g0b`Byv0 ´ Byv0˘)
` u0b
“Bxg0 ´ yB2xyg0 `?ǫ`Bxg1 ´ Bxg1˘‰´ h0b“Bxv0 ´ yB2xyv0 `?ǫ`Bxv1 ´ Bxv1˘‰`Rhigh4 .
(2. 25)
Note that the major items of the remainders Ra01 , R
a0
2 and R
a0
3 with respect to ǫ are in fact of order
?
ǫ.
Thus as shown in the ansatz (2. 1), we proceed in the next subsection to construct the boundary layer profile
ǫp1bpt, x, ηq for pressure to cover the major items in ǫ of Ra02 . And in subsection 2.5, we will construct boundary
layer profile
?
ǫpu1b ,
?
ǫv1b , h
1
b ,
?
ǫg1b qpt, x, ηq to cover the major items in ǫ of Ra01 and Ra03 , and homogenize the
boundary conditions of (2. 22) as well.
2.4. Leading order boundary layer of pressure. In order to eliminate the major items in ǫ of Ra02 given
in (2. 23), that is, the terms of order
?
ǫ produced by pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b q, we define the boundary layer profile
ǫp1bpt, x, ηq for pressure in the following way,
Bηp1b “´ Btv0b ´
`
u0b ` u0
˘Bxv0b ´ `v0b ` v1 ` ηByv0˘Bηv0b ` `h0b ` h0˘Bxg0b ` `g0b ` g1 ` ηByg0˘Bηg0b ` µB2ηv0b
´ `Bxv1 ` ηB2xyv0˘u0b ´ Byv0 v0b ` `Bxg1 ` ηB2xyg0˘h0b ` Byg0 g0b ,
or
p1bpt, x, ηq “
ż 8
η
!
Btv0b `
`
u0b ` u0
˘Bxv0b ´ `h0b ` h0˘Bxg0b ` `Bxv1 ` η˜B2xyv0˘u0b ´ `Bxg1 ` η˜B2xyg0˘h0b)pt, x, η˜qdη˜
`
”
´ `v0b
2
` v1 ` ηByv0
˘
v0b `
`g0b
2
` g1 ` ηByg0
˘
g0b ` µBηv0b
ı
pt, x, ηq.
(2. 26)
By using the above expression (2. 26) and combining with (2. 11)-(2. 12), we can obtain that
p1bpt, x, ηq, Bηp1bpt, x, ηq P
rm{2s´3č
i“0
W i,8
`
0, T2;H
rm{2s´3´i
l pΩq
˘
, @l ě 0. (2. 27)
2.5. First-order boundary layer. In this subsection, we construct the first-oder boundary layer profiles
pu1b ,
?
ǫv1b , h
1
b ,
?
ǫg1b qpt, x, ηq of the ansatz (2. 1) to cover the terms of order Op
?
ǫq in remainders Ra01 and
Ra03 given in (2. 23). To this end, applying (2. 1) into the equations p1.1q1 and (1. 1)3 and considering the
terms of order
?
ǫ, it leads to the following equations for tangential components u1bpt, x, ηq and h1bpt, x, ηq
respectively:
Btu1b `
`
u0b ` u0
˘Bxu1b ` `v0b ` v1 ` ηByv0˘Bηu1b ´ `h0b ` h0˘Bxh1b ´ `g0b ` g1 ` ηByg0˘Bηh1b
` `Bxu0b ` Bxu0˘u1b ` Bηu0b v1b ´ `Bxh0b ` Bxh0˘h1b ´ Bηh0b g1b ´ µB2ηu1b
“´ `u1 ` ηByu0˘Bxu0b ´ `ηByv1 ` η22 B2yv0˘Bηu0b ` `h1 ` ηByh0˘Bxh0b ` `ηByg1 ` η22 B2yg0˘Bηh0b
´ `Bxu1 ` ηB2xyu0˘ u0b ´ Byu0 v0b ` `Bxh1 ` ηB2xyh0˘ h0b ` Byh0 g0b ,
(2. 28)
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and
Bth1b `
`
u0b ` u0
˘Bxh1b ` `v0b ` v1 ` ηByv0˘Bηh1b ´ `h0b ` h0˘Bxu1b ´ `g0b ` g1 ` ηByg0˘Bηu1b
` `Bxh0b ` Bxh0˘u1b ` Bηh0b v1b ´ `Bxu0b ` Bxu0˘h1b ´ Bηu0b g1b ´ κB2ηh1b
“´ `u1 ` ηByu0˘Bxh0b ´ `ηByv1 ` η22 B2yv0˘Bηh0b ` `h1 ` ηByh0˘Bxu0b ` `ηByg1 ` η22 B2yg0˘Bηu0b
´ `Bxh1 ` ηB2xyh0˘u0b ´ Byh0 v0b ` `Bxu1 ` ηB2xyu0˘h0b ` Byu0 g0b .
(2. 29)
Comparing the terms of right-hand side of (2. 28) and (2. 29) with the errors Ra01 and R
a0
3 given in (2. 23), it
implies that we utilize the equations of up1 and h
p
1 to cancel the terms of order
?
ǫ in Ra01 and R
a0
3 respectively.
Of course, we still impose the divergence free conditions:
Bxu1b ` Bηv1b “ 0, Bxh1b ` Bηg1b “ 0, (2. 30)
and the zero initial data:
pu1b , h1bq|t“0 “ 0. (2. 31)
Moreover, we choose the boundary conditions
pu1b , v1b , Bηh1b , g1b q|η“0 “
`´ u1pt, x, 0q, 0,´Byh0pt, x, 0q, 0˘, (2. 32)
to eliminate the major items in ǫ of the boundary conditions, given in (2. 22), of approximate solutions
(2. 21). Thereby, we obtain the initial-boundary value problem (2. 28)-(2. 32) for the first order boundary
layer profile pu1b , v1b , h1b , g1b qpt, x, ηq.
Remark 2.2. From the above construction, the components v1b and g
1
b of pu1b , v1b , h1b , g1b q are determined by
the divergence free conditions (2. 30) and boundary conditions (2. 32), in other words,
pv1b , g1b qpt, x, ηq “ ´
ż η
0
`Bxu1b , Bxh1b˘pt, x, η˜qdη˜,
which shows that in general, pv1b , g1b q doesn’t decay to zero as η Ñ `8. Note that such profile pv1b , g1b q is
slightly different from the corresponding one given in the ansatz (2. 1), which is expected to decay rapidly as
η Ñ `8. In fact, the difference between pv1b , g1b q, constructed in this subsection, and the corresponding one
in (2. 1) is only a function independent of normal variable η.
Now, we establish the well-posedness of the solution pu1b , v1b , h1b , g1b qpt, x, ηq to problem (2. 28)-(2. 32).
To this end, we use the energy methods developed in [43]. Specifically speaking, from the divergence free
conditions for pui,Hiq and puib, vib, hib, gibqpi “ 0, 1q, we rewrite the equation (2. 29) as follows.
Bth1b ` Bη
”`
v0b ` v1 ` ηByv0
˘
h1b ´
`
u0b ` u0
˘
g1b ´
`
g0b ` g1 ` ηByg0
˘
u1b `
`
h0b ` h0
˘
v1b
ı
´ κB2ηh1b
“ Bη
”`
ηByg1 ` η
2
2
B2yg0
˘
u0b ´
`
h1 ` ηByh0
˘
v0b ´
`
ηByv1 ` η
2
2
B2yv0
˘
h0b `
`
u1 ` ηByu0
˘
g0b
ı
.
(2. 33)
Define
ψpt, x, ηq “
ż η
0
h1bpt, x, η˜qdη˜,
and it implies that by the divergence free condition Bxh1b `Bηg1b “ 0 and the boundary condition g1b |η“0 “ 0,
Bxψpt, x, ηq “ ´g1b pt, x, ηq.
Integrating the equation (2. 33) over r0, ηs leads to
Btψ `
`
u0b ` u0
˘Bxψ ` `v0b ` v1 ` ηByv0˘Bηψ ´ `g0b ` g1 ` ηByg0˘u1b ` `h0b ` h0˘v1b ´ κB2ηψ
“ `ηByg1 ` η2
2
B2yg0
˘
u0b ´
`
h1 ` ηByh0
˘
v0b ´
`
ηByv1 ` η
2
2
B2yv0
˘
h0b `
`
u1 ` ηByu0
˘
g0b
` u1g1 ´ h1v1 ` κByh0,
(2. 34)
where we have used the following boundary conditions
pu0b , v0b , g0b q|η“0 “ ´
`
u0, v1, g1
˘pt, xq, pv1b , Bηh1bq|η“0 “ `0,´Byh0˘pt, xq.
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Then, for simplicity of presentation, we only give the outline about the applications of the energy estimate
method developed in [43] here. First, we derive the L2-estimates of
BαtxBjηpu1b , h1bq, α P N2, j P N, |α| ` i ď k, |α| ď k ´ 1
from the problem (2. 28)-(2. 32) by standard energy methods. Next, it is left to derive L2-estimates of
Bαtxpu1b , h1bq with |α| “ k. By introducing the following new quantities:
uατ “ Bαtxu1b ´
Bηu0b
h0b ` h0
Bαtxψ, hατ “ Bαtxh1b ´
Bηh0b
h0b ` h0
Bαtxψ,
and from the equations (2. 28), (2. 29) and (2. 34), we can derive the equations of uατ and h
α
τ , in which
the terms involving Bαtxpv1b , g1b q disappear. Therefore, it is possible to obtain the L2-estimates of puατ , hατ q.
Then we obtain the desired estimates for Bαtxpu1b , h1bq by proving the equivalence of L2-norm between puατ , hατ q
and Bαtxpu1b , h1bq, and close the whole energy estimates. Consequently, the well-posedness results of solution
pu1b , v1b , h1b , g1b q to the initial-boundary value problem (2. 28)-(2. 32) are concluded as follows.
Proposition 2.4. Let pu0e, v0e , h0e, g0eq and pu1e, v1e , h1e, g1eq be solutions constructed in Propositions 2.1 and 2.3
respectively. Let pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b q be the boundary layer profile constructed in Proposition 2.2. Then, there
exist a positive time 0 ă T4 ď T3 and a unique solution pu1b , v1b , h1b , g1b q to the initial-boundary value problem
(2. 28)-(2. 32), such that for any l ě 0,
pu1b , h1bqpt, x, ηq P
rm{4s´3č
i“0
W i,8
´
0, T4;H
rm{4s´3´i
l pΩq
¯
,
pv1b , g1b qpt, x, ηq P
rm{4s´4č
i“0
W i,8
´
0, T4;L
8`
Rη,`;H rm{4s´4´ipTxq
˘¯
,
pBηv1b , Bηg1b qpt, x, ηq P
rm{4s´4č
i“0
W i,8
`
0, T4;H
rm{4s´4´i
l pΩq
˘
.
(2. 35)
2.6. Construction of approximate solutions. We are in a position to complete the construction of ap-
proximate solutions of problem (1. 1)-(1. 3). Indeed, based on the profiles given in the above five subsections,
we can write down the approximate solutions pua,Ha, paqpt, x, yq used in this paper.$’’’’&’’’’%
pua,Haqpt, x, yq “ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ` `u0b ,?ǫv0b , h0b ,?ǫg0b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘
`?ǫ
”
pu1,H1qpt, x, yq ` χpyq`u1b ,?ǫv1b , h1b ,?ǫg1b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘ı
`ǫ
´
χ1pyq ş y?ǫ0 u1bpt, x, η˜qdη˜, 0, χ1pyq ş y?ǫ0 h1bpt, x, η˜qdη˜ ` ρpt, x, y?ǫq, ´?ǫ ş y?ǫ0 Bxρpt, x, η˜qdη˜¯,
papt, x, yq “ p0pt, x, yq ` ?ǫp1pt, x, yq ` ǫp1bpt, x, y?ǫq.
(2. 36)
Here, ua “ pua, vaq,Ha “ pha, gaq, the smooth cut-off function χp¨q is defined as follows
χpyq “
"
1, y P r0, 1s
0, y P r2,`8q (2. 37)
and the boundary corrector ρpt, x, ηq is a smooth function with compact support, which is chosen to satisfy
the following two conditions:
ρp0, x, ηq ” 0, Bηρpt, x, 0q “ ´Byh1pt, x, 0q. (2. 38)
It is noted that such function ρpt, x, ηq exists since the two conditions in (2. 38) are compatible from (2.1),
e.g., we can choose ρ as
ρpt, x, ηq “ ´Byh1pt, x, 0q ¨ ηχpηq,
therefore, we can expect from Proposition 2.3 that,
ρpt, x, ηq P
rm{2s´4č
j“0
Cj
´
r0, T3s;H rm{2s´4´jl
`
Ω
˘¯
, @ l ě 0. (2. 39)
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Remark 2.3. We introduce the cut-off function χ such that the normal components va and ga decay rapidly
when y ě 2 as ǫÑ 0, see Remark 2.2. Along with it are the additional terms involving χ1pyq in the tangential
components ua and ha, to ensure the divergence free conditions. On the other hand, the boundary corrector
ρ is used to cancel the boundary value of Byh1 on ty “ 0u, so that it still holds that Byha|y“0 “ 0 for the
approximation (2. 36).
Firstly, direct calculation reads that ua “ pua, vaq andHa “ pha, gaq satisfy the divergence free conditions:
∇ ¨ ua “ 0, ∇ ¨Ha “ 0,
and the following initial-boundary conditions:
pua,Haq|t“0 “ pu0,H0qpx, yq, ua|y“0 “ 0, pByha, gaq|y“0 “ 0.
Based on the construction in above Subsections 2.1-2.5, we find that the approximate solution pua,Ha, paq
in (2. 36) solves the incompressible viscous MHD equations (1. 1) with some high order error terms with
respect to the small parameter ǫ. More precisely,$’’’’’&’’’’’%
Btua ` pua ¨∇qua `∇pa ´ pHa ¨∇qHa ´ µǫ△ua “ Ru,
BtHa ` pua ¨∇qHa ´ pHa ¨∇qua ´ κǫ△Ha “ RH,
∇ ¨ ua “ 0, ∇ ¨Ha “ 0,`
ua,Ha
˘|t“0 “ pu0,H0qpx, yq,
ua|y“0 “ 0, pByha, gaq|y“0 “ 0.
(2. 40)
The expressions of the error terms Ru “ pR1, R2q and RH “ pR3, R4q caused by the approximation will be
given in Appendix. And for Ripi “ 1 „ 4q we have the following result, and its proof is also in Appendix A.
Proposition 2.5. Let the approximate solutions pua,Ha, paq established in (2. 36), then the error terms
Ripi “ 1 „ 4q in (2. 40) satisfy the following estimates:››BαtxRipt, ¨q››L2 ď Cǫ, α P N2, |α| ď 3, t P r0, T4s, (2. 41)
for some positive constant C independent of ǫ.
3. Estimates of the remainder and proof of the main theorem
Recall that in the above section, we have constructed the approximate solution pua,Ha, paq in (2. 36),
which satisfies the problem (2. 40). Let puǫ,Hǫ, pǫqpt, x, yq be the solution of the original viscous MHD
problem (1. 1)-(1. 3), and set
puǫ,Hǫ, pǫqpt, x, yq “ pua,Ha, paqpt, x, yq ` ǫpu,H, pqpt, x, yq (3. 1)
with u “ pu, vq and H “ ph, gq. Then applying (2. 40) and (3. 1) in the problem (1. 1)-(1. 3), we derive the
initial-boundary value problem for the remainder pu,H, pqpt, x, yq:$’’&’’%
Btu` puǫ ¨∇qu´ pHǫ ¨∇qH`∇p` pu ¨∇qua ´ pH ¨∇qHa ´ µǫ△ua “ ru,
BtH` puǫ ¨∇qH´ pHǫ ¨∇qu` pu ¨∇qHa ´ pH ¨∇qua ´ κǫ△H “ rH,
∇ ¨ u “ 0, ∇ ¨H “ 0,`
u,H
˘|t“0 “ 0, u|y“0 “ 0, pByh, gq|y“0 “ 0.
(3. 2)
where rǫi “ ǫ´1Ri, i “ 1 „ 4 with Ri given by (2. 40). Moreover, from Proposition 2.5 we can achieve that
}Bαtxrǫi pt, ¨q}L2 ď C, |α| ď 3, i “ 1 „ 4, t P r0, T4s (3. 3)
for some positive constant C independent of ǫ.
The key difficulty in the analysis for problem (3. 2) in Sobolev spaces is to control the strong interaction
in the boundary layer of thickness Opǫ 12 q between the vorticity generated from the boundary layer and the
remainder terms, even for short time (but independent of ǫ). Precisely, it arises in the first and third equations
of (3. 2) for the tangential components pu, hq, and exhibits the following forms:#
vByua ´ gByha “ ǫ´ 12 vBηu0b ´ ǫ´
1
2 gBηh0b `Op1q,
vByha ´ gByua “ ǫ´ 12 vBηh0b ´ ǫ´
1
2 gBηu0b `Op1q.
(3. 4)
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Then by the energy method,#ˇˇ ş
TˆR` u ¨ pvByua ´ gByhaqdxdy
ˇˇ ď Op1qǫ´ 12 }pu, v, gq}2
L2
,ˇˇ ş
TˆR` h ¨ pvByha ´ gByuaqdxdy
ˇˇ ď Op1qǫ´ 12 }ph, v, gq}2L2,
which prevents us from attaining the uniform estimates in ǫ. To overcome this difficulty, we will apply the
idea used in [43] to take care of the cancellations between some physical terms according to the structure of
the system.
3.1. Key transformation. By the divergence free condition ∇ ¨H “ Bxh` Byg “ 0, there exists a stream
function ψpt, x, yq, such that
h “ Byψ, g “ ´Bxψ, ψ|y“0 “ 0, ψ|t“0 “ 0, (3. 5)
and ψ satisfies
Btψ ` puǫBx ` vǫByqψ ´ gau` hav ´ κǫ△ψ “ B´1y rǫ3 fi rǫ5. (3. 6)
Recall the boundary layer profiles given in (2. 6) and (2. 7):
pup, hpqpt, x, ηq “ pu0, h0qpt, x, 0q ` pu0b , h0bqpt, x, ηq “ pu0, h0qpt, xq ` pu0b , h0bqpt, x, ηq, (3. 7)
and take the positive condition (2. 9) for hp into account. Note that there is a term hav in the equation
(3. 6) of ψ that has the form:
hav “ hpv ` ph0 ´ h0qv `Op?ǫq. (3. 8)
Inspired by the idea of [43] and comparing (3. 4) with (3. 8), we introduce the new quantities to replace the
tangential components pu, hq:
uˆpt, x, yq :“ upt, x, yq ´
Byup
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ψpt, x, yq “ upt, x, yq ´ ǫ´ 12 Bηub0`t, x, y?ǫ˘
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ψpt, x, yq,
hˆpt, x, yq :“ hpt, x, yq ´
Byhp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ψpt, x, yq “ hpt, x, yq ´ ǫ´ 12 Bηhb0`t, x, y?ǫ˘
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ψpt, x, yq. (3. 9)
Consequently, in the equations of new unknown uˆ and hˆ, the large terms ǫ´
1
2 vBηu0b and ǫ´
1
2 vBηh0b in (3. 4)
are directly cancelled, respectively. On the other hand, for the large terms ǫ´
1
2 gBηh0b and ǫ´
1
2 gBηu0b in (3. 4)
produced by gByha and gByua respectively, we utilize another important observation in [43] to eliminate such
terms by the mixed terms. More precisely, it implies that by virtue of (3. 5) and (3. 9),
´hǫBxh´ gByha “ ´hpBxh´ gByhp `Op1q “ ´hpBxh` ByhpBxψ `Op1q
“ ´hpBxhˆ´ hpBx
`Byhp
hp
˘
ψ `Op1q “ ´hpBxhˆ`Op1q,
and
´hǫBxu´ gByua “ ´hpBxu´ gByup `Op1q “ ´hpBxu` ByupBxψ `Op1q
“ ´hpBxuˆ´ hpBx
`Byup
hp
˘
ψ `Op1q “ ´hpBxuˆ`Op1q,
where we have used $’&’%
hpBx
`Byhp
hp
˘
ψ “ yhpBx
`Byhp
hp
˘ ¨ ψ
y
„ ηhpBx
`Bηhp
hp
˘ ¨ h “ Op1q,
hpBx
`Byup
hp
˘
ψ “ yhpBx
`Byup
hp
˘ ¨ ψ
y
„ ηhpBx
`Bηup
hp
˘ ¨ h “ Op1q.
Moreover, similar as the results in Lemma 3.4 in [43], we can show the almost equivalence in the energy space
between pu, hq and puˆ, hˆq.
Although we can use the transformation (3. 9) to get over the difficulty induced by (3. 4), it also creates
new difficulties. Specifically, the new quantity uˆ given in (3. 9) will destroy the divergence free structure of
velocity field, i.e., Bxuˆ ` Byv ‰ 0. Once it happens, to obtain the uniform estimates in ǫ of the pressure p
becomes an extreme hard issue. It is worth noting that such difficulty doesn’t exist in the boundary layer
problem, since the pressure involved is a known function. Therefore, we need to find new transformation such
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that the new quantities should contain uˆ and hˆ in their tangential components, and preserve the divergence
free condition for velocity field as well.
Before we introduce the desired transformation, let us first define some notations:
appt, x, yq :“ χpyq
up
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ , bppt, x, yq :“ Byhp`t, x, y?ǫ˘
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ “ ǫ´ 12 Bηhp`t, x, y?ǫ˘
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ , (3. 10)
with the cut-off function χpyq P C8pR`q, 0 ď χpyq ď 1 with
χpyq “
#
1, 0 ď y ď 1,
0, y ě 2.
From Proposition 2.2, we know that for suitable α P N2, j P N and any l ě 0,
p1` ηql`jBαtxBjη
´
uppt, x, ηq ´ u0pt, xq, hppt, x, ηq ´ h0pt, xq
¯
“ Op1q, (3. 11)
therefore we impose the cut-off function χpyq in the definition of appt, x, yq in (3. 10) such that for any k P R`,
ykBjyBαtxappt, x, yq “
#
Op1q, j ď k,
Opǫ k´j2 q, j ą k . (3. 12)
Also, from (3. 11) it is easy to get that for any k P R`,
ykBjyBαtxbppt, x, yq “ Opǫ
k´j´1
2 q. (3. 13)
Moreover, the boundary conditions of up and hp in (2. 7) yield
appt, x, 0q “ bppt, x, 0q “ 0. (3. 14)
Now, we introduce the following transformation, which satisfies the requests:
u˜pt, x, yq :“ upt, x, yq ´ Bypap ¨ ψqpt, x, yq, v˜pt, x, yq :“ vpt, x, yq ` Bxpap ¨ ψqpt, x, yq,
h˜pt, x, yq :“ hpt, x, yq ´ pbp ¨ ψqpt, x, yq, g˜pt, x, yq :“ gpt, x, yq. (3. 15)
Comparing (3. 9) with (3. 15) it implies that uˆ is the major item of u˜, and hˆ “ h˜. Also it is easy to show
that the new velocity pu˜, v˜q is still divergence free. Combining the initial-boundary values of pu,Hq and ψ,
given in (3. 2) and (3. 5) respectively, and using (3. 14) it yields that the new unknown pu˜, v˜, h˜, g˜q preserves
the initial-boundary values:
pu˜, v˜, h˜, g˜q|t“0 “ 0, pu˜, v˜, Byh˜, g˜q|y“0 “ 0.
Moreover, the following lemma shows the original unknown pu,Hq is dominated in Lpp1 ă p ď 8q norm by
the newly defined functions pu˜, v˜, h˜, g˜q given by (3. 15).
Lemma 3.1. There exists a positive constant C independent of ǫ, such that
}Bαtxpu,Hqpt, ¨q}Lp ` }y´1Bαtxψpt, ¨q}Lp ď C
ÿ
βďα
}BβtxUpt, ¨q}Lp , |α| ď 2, 1 ă p ď 8. (3. 16)
The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 3.4 in [43], and for sake of self-containedness, we will provide it
in Appendix B.
3.2. The transformed problem and preliminaries. Based on the transformation (3. 15), denote by
Upt, x, yq :“ pu˜, v˜, h˜, g˜qT pt, x, yq, (3. 17)
then the problem (3. 2) can be reduced as follows:$’&’%
BtU `A1pUqBxU `A2pUqByU ` CpUqU ` ψD ` ppx, py, 0, 0qT ´ ǫB△U “ Eǫ,
Bxu˜` By v˜ “ 0,
pu˜, v˜, Byh˜, g˜q|y“0 “ 0, U |t“0 “ 0.
(3. 18)
Here, the matrices AipUq, i “ 1, 2 have the forms:
AipUq “ Aai `
?
ǫA
p
i ` ǫA˜ipUq, i “ 1, 2, (3. 19)
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where
Aa1 “
ˆpua ` aphaq I2ˆ2 rpapq2 ´ 1sha I2ˆ2
´ha I2ˆ2 pua ´ aphaq I2ˆ2
˙
, Aa2 “
ˆpva ` apgaq I2ˆ2 rpapq2 ´ 1sga I2ˆ2
´ga I2ˆ2 pva ´ apgaq I2ˆ2
˙
,
A
p
1 “
¨˝
02ˆ2
´2µ?ǫBxap pµ´ κq
?
ǫpByap ` η0bpq
0 ´p3µ´ κq?ǫBxap
02ˆ2 02ˆ2
‚˛,
A
p
2 “
¨˝
02ˆ2
´p3µ´ κq?ǫByap ´ pµ´ κq
?
ǫapbp 0
pµ´ κq?ǫBxap ´2µ
?
ǫByap
02ˆ2 02ˆ2
‚˛,
and
A˜1pUq “
ˆpu ` aphq I2ˆ2 rpapq2 ´ 1sh I2ˆ2
´h I2ˆ2 pu´ aphq I2ˆ2
˙
, A˜2pUq “
ˆpv ` apgq I2ˆ2 rpapq2 ´ 1sg I2ˆ2
´g I2ˆ2 pv ´ apgq I2ˆ2
˙
.
The matrix CpUq and vector D have the forms:
CpUq “ Ca ` ǫC˜pUq, D “ Da ` ǫψDp, (3. 20)
and the expressions of Ca, C˜pUq, Da and Dp are complicated that are given in Appendix C. Also, the matrix
B and vector Eǫ “ pEǫi q1ďiď4 are given as follows:
B “
ˆ
µ I2ˆ2 pµ´ κqap I2ˆ2
02ˆ2 κ I2ˆ2
˙
, Eǫ “
´
rǫ1 ´ Bypaprǫ5q, rǫ2 ` Bxpaprǫ5q, rǫ3 ´ bprǫ5, rǫ4
¯T
. (3. 21)
Moreover, we have the following estimates for the above notations, which shows the difficulty in (3. 4) is
absent in the new problem (3. 18) for U . The proof will be given in Appendix C.
Proposition 3.2. There is a constant C ą 0 independent of ǫ such that for |α| ď 2 and i “ 1, 2,››BαtxpAai , Api , B, Caqpt, ¨q››L8 ` ››yBαtxDapt, ¨q››L8 ` ››y2BαtxDppt, ¨q››L8 ` }BαtxEǫpt, ¨q}L2 ď C, (3. 22)
and ››BαtxA˜ipUqpt, ¨q››Lp `?ǫ››BαtxC˜pUqpt, ¨q››Lp ď C ÿ
βďα
››BβtxUpt, ¨q››Lp , 1 ă p ď `8. (3. 23)
Now, we will make some preliminaries for the problem (3. 18) of U . Set
S :“ diag`1, 1, 1´ papq2, 1´ papq2˘, (3. 24)
then SAai , SA˜ipUq, i “ 1, 2 are symmetric, and
S
`
Aa1 ` ǫA˜1pUq
˘ “ ˆ `uǫ ` aphǫ˘ I2ˆ2 rpapq2 ´ 1shǫ I2ˆ2rpapq2 ´ 1shǫ I2ˆ2 r1´ papq2s`uǫ ´ aphǫ˘ I2ˆ2
˙
,
S
`
Aa2 ` ǫA˜2pUq
˘ “ ˆ `vǫ ` apgǫ˘ I2ˆ2 rpapq2 ´ 1sgǫ I2ˆ2rpapq2 ´ 1sgǫ I2ˆ2 r1´ papq2s`vǫ ´ apgǫ˘ I2ˆ2
˙
.
Also,
SB “
ˆ
µ I2ˆ2 pµ´ κqap I2ˆ2
0 κr1´ papq2s I2ˆ2
˙
. (3. 25)
To ensure that the symmetrizer S and the matrix SB in (3. 25) are positive definite, we need to impose some
restriction on the function ap. Specifically speaking, by using the local well-posedness results for problem
(2. 7) obtained in Proposition 2.2, and combining with ap|t“0 “ 0 by the initial data of (2. 7), we know that
for any fixed δ ą 0 sufficiently small, there exists a Tδ : 0 ă Tδ ď T4 such that
sup
tPr0,Tδs
}appt, ¨q}2L8 ď
4pµ´ δqpκ´ δq
pµ` κq2 ´ 4δκ . (3. 26)
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Then, it is easy to check that under the condition (3. 26), SB given by (3. 25) is positive definite, i.e., for
any vector X “ px1, x2, x3, x4qT P R4,
SBX ¨X ě δ|X |2. (3. 27)
Also, we have
1´ papq2pt, x, yq ě pµ´ κq
2 ` 4δpµ´ δq
pµ` κq2 ´ 4δκ fi cδ ą 0, t P r0, Tδs, px, yq P Tˆ R`, (3. 28)
which, along with (3. 24) implies the positive definiteness of S.
Remark 3.1. From the definition (3. 10) for ap, the condition (3. 26) means that for the leading order
boundary layer in the time interval r0, Tδs, the component of tangential velocity up is dominated by the
component of tangential magnetic field hp. This represents in some sense the stabilizing effect of the magnetic
field on the velocity field in the boundary layers.
Now, we are able to establish the crucial estimates of the solution U to the problem (3. 18), which will be
given in the following two subsections.
3.3. Energy estimates for U and Ux. This subsection is devoted to obtain the L
2´estimates of U and
Ux for the problem (3. 18).
Proposition 3.3. For any fixed small δ ą 0 such that (3. 26) holds, there exists a 0 ă T˚ ď Tδ and a unique
solution Upt, x, yq to p3.18q on r0, T˚s satisfying the following estimate:
}Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ
ż t
0
`}∇Ups, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ}∇Uxps, ¨q}2L2˘ds ď C, @ t P r0, T˚s (3. 29)
for some constant C ą 0 independent of ǫ.
Proof. The local existence and uniqueness of the solution U to problem (3. 18), in some time interval r0, T s
(T may depends on ǫ), follows from the standard well-posedness result, so we will only show the estimate
(3. 29) in the following two steps.
(1) L2´estimate for U . Multiplying (3. 18)1 by S from the left and taking the inner product of the resulting
equations and U , it follows that
d
2dt
pSU,Uq `
´
SA1pUqBxU ` SA2pUqByU, U
¯
`
´
S
`
CpUqU ` ψD˘´ 1
2
StU, U
¯
´ ǫpSB△U, Uq
“ pSEǫ, Uq.
(3. 30)
Note that in the above equality we have used the facts Sppx, py, 0, 0qT “ ppx, py, 0, 0qT and´
Sppx, py, 0, 0qT , U
¯
“ 0,
which can be obtained by integration by parts, the divergence free condition Bxu˜`Byv˜ “ 0 and the boundary
condition v˜|y“0 “ 0.
Each term in (3. 30) can be treated as follows. First, combining (3. 28) with (3. 24) yields that
pSU,Uq ě cδ}Upt, ¨q}2L2. (3. 31)
From the expressions (3. 19), it reads´
SA1pUqBxU ` SA2pUqByU, U
¯
“
´
S
`
Aa1 ` ǫA˜1pUq
˘BxU ` S`Aa2 ` ǫA˜2pUq˘ByU, U¯`?ǫ´SAp1BxU ` SAp2ByU, U¯
fi I1 ` I2.
(3. 32)
Since SAai , SA˜ipUq, i “ 1, 2 are symmetric, from the boundary conditions SAa2 |y“0 “ 0 and SA˜2pUq|y“0 “ 0,
it yields that by integration by parts,
I1 “ ´1
2
´“Bx`SAa1 ` ǫSA˜1pUq˘` By`SAa2 ` ǫSA˜2pUq˘‰U,U¯.
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By the divergence free conditions Bxua ` Byva “ 0 and Bxha ` Byga “ 0, one has
Bx
`
SAa1
˘` By`SAa2˘
“
ˆ `
haBx ` gaBy
˘
ap I2ˆ2 2ap
`
haBx ` gaBy
˘
ap I2ˆ2
2ap
`
haBx ` gaBy
˘
ap I2ˆ2
 rpapq2 ´ 1s`haBx ` gaBy˘ap ´ 2ap“pua ´ aphaqBx ` pva ´ apgaqBy‰ap( I2ˆ2
˙
.
Taking the estimates (3. 12) into account, and by using the facts
}vaByap}L8 ď }yByap}L8
››va
y
››
L8
À }yByap}L8}Byva}L8 “ Op1q,
and similarly,
}gaByap}L8 “ Op1q,
it implies
Bx
`
SAa1
˘` By`SAa2˘ “ Op1q. (3. 33)
On the other hand, the divergence free conditions Bxu` Byv “ 0 and Bxh` Byg “ 0 yields
Bx
`
SA˜1pUq
˘` By`SA˜2pUq˘
“
ˆ `
hBx ` gBy
˘
ap I2ˆ2 2ap
`
hBx ` gBy
˘
ap I2ˆ2
2ap
`
hBx ` gBy
˘
ap I2ˆ2
 rpapq2 ´ 1s`hBx ` gBy˘ap ´ 2ap“pu´ aphqBx ` pv ´ apgqBy‰ap( I2ˆ2
˙
,
and then, it follows that by (3. 12),
Bx
`
SA˜1pUq
˘` By`SA˜2pUq˘ “ Opǫ´ 12 qpu, v, h, gq. (3. 34)
Thus, applying (3. 33) and (3. 34) in I1 we obtain that
|I1| À }Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ
1
2 }pu, v, h, gqpt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}2L4. (3. 35)
From the Sobolev inequality and interpolation inequality, it holds
}Upt, ¨q}2L4 À }Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}H1 À }Upt, ¨q}L2}∇Upt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2 , (3. 36)
then, applying (3. 16) with p “ 2 and (3. 36) to (3. 35) yields that
|I1| À }Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ
1
2 }Upt, ¨q}L2
`}Upt, ¨q}L2}∇Upt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2˘
ď δǫ
16
}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` ǫ 12 }Upt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Upt, ¨q}2L2. (3. 37)
For the terms I2, it is easy to obtain that by (3. 22),
|I2| ď C
?
ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}L2 ď
δǫ
16
}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Upt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 38)
Thus, plugging (3. 37) and (3. 38) into (3. 32) it follows`
SA1pUqBxU ` SA2pUqByU,U
˘ ďδǫ
8
}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
´
1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2
¯
}Upt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 39)
Next, from the definitions (3. 20) and (3. 24), it gives´
S
`
CpUqU ` ψD˘´ 1
2
StU,U
¯
“
´
S
`
CaU ` ψDa˘´ 1
2
StU,U
¯
` ǫ`C˜pUqU ` ψ2Dp, SU˘. (3. 40)
Thanks to the estimates (3. 16) and (3. 22), it follows thatˇˇˇ´
S
`
CaU ` ψDa˘´ 1
2
StU,U
¯ˇˇˇ
ď ››SCa ´ 1
2
St
››
L8
}Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` }ySDa}L8}y´1ψ}L2}Upt, ¨q}L2
ď C}Upt, ¨q}2L2.
(3. 41)
For the second term on the right-hand side of (3. 40), we use (3. 16), (3. 22) and (3. 23) with p “ 4, to
obtain
ǫ
ˇˇ`
C˜pUqU ` ψ2Dp, SU˘ˇˇ ď ǫ}SUpt, ¨q}L2´}C˜pUq}L4}Upt, ¨q}L4 ` }y2Dppt, ¨q}L8}y´1ψpt, ¨q}2L4¯
À ?ǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}2L4 ` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2}h˜pt, ¨q}2L4
À ?ǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}2L4 ,
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which implies that by virtue of (3. 36),
ǫ
ˇˇ`
C˜pUqU ` ψ2Dp, SU˘ˇˇ À ?ǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2`}Upt, ¨q}L2}∇Upt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2˘
ďδǫ
8
}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`?
ǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Upt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 42)
Substituting (3. 41) and (3. 42) into (3. 40) givesˇˇˇ´
S
`
CpUqU ` ψD˘´ 1
2
StU,U
¯ˇˇˇ
ďδǫ
8
}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
´
1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2
¯
}Upt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 43)
To estimate the term ´ǫpSB△U,Uq, one has that by integration by parts and the boundary conditions
given in (3. 18),
´ǫpSB△U,Uq “ ǫpSBBxU, BxUq ` ǫpSBByU, ByUq ` ǫ
`BxpSBqBxU ` BypSBqByU,U˘,
and note that BypSBq “ Opǫ´ 12 q, it implies that by (3. 12) and (3. 27),
´ǫpSB△U,Uq ě δǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ´ C
?
ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}L2 ě 3δǫ
4
}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ´ C}Upt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 44)
Also, it is easy to obtain that`
SEǫ, U
˘ ď }Eǫpt, ¨q}L2}SUpt, ¨q}L2 ď 1
2
}Eǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Upt, ¨q}2L2. (3. 45)
Now, plugging (3. 39), (3. 43), (3. 44) and (3. 45) into (3. 30), we obtain that
d
dt
pSU,Uq ` δǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ď }Eǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Upt, ¨q}2L2, (3. 46)
therefore, by using (3. 22) and (3. 31), there exists a 0 ă T˚ ď Tδ and a constant C ą 0 independent of ǫ,
such that for t P r0, T˚s,
}Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ
ż t
0
}∇Ups, ¨q}2L2ds ď C. (3. 47)
(2) L2-estimate for Ux. From the problem (3. 18), we know that Ux satisfies the following initial-boundary
value problem:$’’’&’’’%
BtUx `A1pUqBxUx `A2pUqByUx ` BxA1pUqBxU ` BxA2pUqByU ` Bx
`
CpUqU ` ψD˘
`ppxx, pyx, 0, 0qT ´ ǫB△Ux ´ ǫBxB△U “ BxEǫ,
Bxu˜x ` Byv˜x “ 0,
pu˜x, v˜x, Byh˜x, g˜xq|y“0 “ 0, Ux|t“0 “ 0.
(3. 48)
Multiplying (3. 48)1 by S from the left and taking the inner product of the resulting equations and Ux, it
follows that
d
2dt
pSUx, Uxq `
´
S
“
A1pUqBxUx `A2pUqByUx
‰´ ǫSB△Ux, Ux¯ ` `Sppxx, pyx, 0, 0qT , Ux˘
` `SBxpCpUqU ` ψDq ´ 1
2
StUx, Ux
˘` `S“BxA1pUqUx ` BxA2pUqUy‰, Ux˘´ ǫpSBxB△U,Uxq
“ pSBxEǫ, Uxq.
(3. 49)
To deal with the above terms in (3. 49), firstly, by similar arguments as given in the above step for L2-norm
of U , we can obtain that
pSUx, Uxq ě cδ}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 , (3. 50)ˇˇ`
SA1pUqBxUx ` SA2pUqByUx, Ux
˘ˇˇ ď δǫ
8
}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 , (3. 51)
´ ǫpSB△Ux, Uxq ě 3δǫ
4
}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ´ C}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ,`
Sppxx, pyx, 0, 0qT , Ux
˘ “ 0, pSBxEǫ, Uxq ď 1
2
}BxEǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 52)
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Next, we will estimate the other terms in (3. 49). For the term
`
SBxpCpUqU ` ψDq ´ 12StUx, Ux
˘
, it
follows that by (3. 20),´
SBxpCpUqU ` ψDq ´ 1
2
StUx, Ux
¯
“
´
SBxpCaU ` ψDaq ´ 1
2
StUx, Ux
¯
` ǫ
´
BxpC˜pUqU ` ψ2Dpq, SUx
¯
,
which implies thatˇˇˇ´
SBxpCpUqU ` ψDq ´ 1
2
BtSUx, Ux
¯ˇˇˇ
ď C}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 `
››SBxpCaU ` ψDaq ´ 1
2
BtSUx
››2
L2
` ǫ2››BxpC˜pUqU ` ψ2Dpq››2L2 . (3. 53)
It is easy to obtain that by virtue of (3. 22),››SBxpCaU ` ψDaq ´ 1
2
StUx
››2
L2
ď ››SCa ´ 1
2
St
››2
L8
}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 `
››SBxCa››2L8}Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` }ySDa}L8}y´1ψx}2L2 ` }ySBxDa}2L8}y´1ψ}2L2
À }Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2 `
`}h˜xpt, ¨q}L2 ` }h˜pt, ¨q}L2˘2 ` }h˜pt, ¨q}2L2
À }Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2.
(3. 54)
On the other hand, by using the estimate (3. 23) for C˜pUq with p “ 4 it follows that››BxpC˜pUqU ` ψ2Dpq››L2 “ ››BxC˜pUqU ` C˜pUqUx ` 2ψBxψDp ` ψ2BxDp››L2
ď ››BxC˜pUq››L4}Upt, ¨q}L4 ` ››C˜pUq››L4}Uxpt, ¨q}L4
` 2}y2Dp}L8}y´1ψpt, ¨q}L4}y´1Bxψpt, ¨q}L4 ` }y2BxDp}L8}y´1ψpt, ¨q}2L4
À ǫ´ 12 }Upt, ¨q}L4
`}Uxpt, ¨q}L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}L4˘` }h˜pt, ¨q}L4`}h˜xpt, ¨q}L4 ` }h˜pt, ¨q}L4˘
À ǫ´ 12 }Upt, ¨q}L4
`}Uxpt, ¨q}L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}L4˘,
and then, along with (3. 36) we get
ǫ2
››BxpC˜pUqU ` ψ2Dpq››2L2
À ǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}H1
´
}Uxpt, ¨q}L2}Uxpt, ¨q}H1 ` }Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}H1
¯
ď δǫ
24
}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` Cǫ
´
}Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}H1 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
¯
}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2
` Cǫ}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1 .
(3. 55)
Substituting (3. 54) and (3. 55) into (3. 53) yields thatˇˇ`
SBxpCpUqU ` ψDq ´ 1
2
StUx, Ux
˘ˇˇ
ď δǫ
24
}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
´
1` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
¯
}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}2H1
˘}Upt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 56)
For the term
`
S
“BxA1pUqUx ` BxA2pUqUy‰, Ux˘ “ `“BxA1pUqUx ` BxA2pUqUy‰, SUx˘, we first get that
from the definitions (3. 19) of A1pUq,
BxA1pUqUx ` BxA2pUqUy “Bx
`
Aa1 `
?
ǫA
p
1
˘
Ux ` Bx
`
Aa2 `
?
ǫA
p
2
˘
Uy
` ǫ`BxA˜1pUqUx ` BxA˜2pUqUy˘
fiJ1 ` J2.
(3. 57)
Then, it follows from the estimate (3. 22) that,
|`J1, SUx˘| ď }J1}L2}SUxpt, ¨q}L2 À }∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Uxpt, ¨q}L2 . (3. 58)
On the other hand, we obtain that by virtue of (3. 23) with p “ 4,
|`J2, SUx˘| À ǫ}SUxpt, ¨q}L4 ¨ `››BxA˜1pUq››L4 ` ››BxA˜2pUq››L4˘}∇Upt, ¨q}L2
À ǫ}Uxpt, ¨q}L4 ¨
`}Uxpt, ¨q}L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}L4˘}∇Upt, ¨q}L2
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À ǫ`}Uxpt, ¨q}2L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L4˘ ¨ }∇Upt, ¨q}L2 ,
which, along with (3. 36), implies that
|`J2, SUx˘| À ǫ`}Uxpt, ¨q}L2}Uxpt, ¨q}H1 ` }Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}H1˘}∇Upt, ¨q}L2
ď δǫ
24
}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` Cǫ
`}∇Upt, ¨q}L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2˘}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2
` Cǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1 .
(3. 59)
Collecting (3. 57), (3. 58) and (3. 59), we get thatˇˇˇ´
S
“BxA1pUqUx ` BxA2pUqUy‰, Ux˘ˇˇˇ
ď δǫ
24
}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C`1` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}L2˘}Upt, ¨q}2H1 . (3. 60)
It remains to control the term ´ǫpSBxB△U,Uxq. By integration by parts and the boundary conditions,
we get
´ǫpSBxB△U,Uxq “ǫpSBxBUx, Uxxq ` ǫpBxpSBxBqUx, Uxq ` ǫpSBxBUy, Uxyq ` ǫpBypSBxBqUy, Uxq,
and note that BypSBxBq “ Opǫ´ 12 q, it implies that by virtue of (3. 22),ˇˇ
ǫpSBxB△U, Uxq
ˇˇ À ǫ}∇Uxpt, ¨q}L2}∇Upt, ¨q}L2 `?ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Uxpt, ¨q}L2
ď δǫ
24
}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` Cǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 .
(3. 61)
Finally, plugging (3. 51)-(3. 52), (3. 56), (3. 60) and (3. 61) into (3. 49), we obtain that
d
dt
pSUx, Uxq ` δǫ}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ď }BxEǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Upt, ¨q}2H1
` C“1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ`1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2˘}Upt, ¨q}2H1‰}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ,
and then, it yields that by using (3. 47),
d
dt
pSUx, Uxq ` δǫ}∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ď }BxEǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}2H1
˘}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Upt, ¨q}2H1 . (3. 62)
Applying Gronwall inequality to the above inequality, and using (3. 50) yields
}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ
ż t
0
}∇Uxps, ¨q}2L2ds
ď
´ż t
0
}BxEǫps, ¨q}2L2ds` C
ż t
0
}Ups, ¨q}2H1ds
¯
exp
 
C
ż t
0
`
1` ǫ}Ups, ¨q}2H1
˘
ds
(
ď Cǫ´1, t P r0, T˚s,
(3. 63)
where we have used (3. 22) and (3. 47) again in the second inequality. Thus, we obtain (3. 29) from (3. 47)
and (3. 63), and complete the proof. 
3.4. Energy estimates for Ut and Utx. In this subsection, we are concerned with the L
2´estimates of Ut
and Utx for the problem (3. 18). To this end, first of all, from (3. 18) we know that Ut satisfies the following
initial-boundary value problem:$’’’&’’’%
BtUt `A1pUqBxUt `A2pUqByUt ` BtA1pUqBxU ` BtA2pUqByU ` Bt
`
CpUqU
`ψD˘` ppxt, pyt, 0, 0qT ´ ǫB△Ut ´ ǫBtB△U “ BtEǫ,
Bxu˜t ` Byv˜t “ 0,
pu˜t, v˜t, Byh˜t, g˜tq|y“0 “ 0, Ut|t“0 “ Eǫp0, x, yq ´ ppx, py, 0, 0qT p0, x, yq.
(3. 64)
Note that the initial data of Ut depends on the initial pressure p|t“0, for which we do not have any estimates.
Therefore, we need to deal with the initial data Ut|t“0 first. Actually, one has the following result.
Proposition 3.4. There exists a constant C ą 0 independent of ǫ, such that
}Utp0, ¨q}L2 ` }BxUtp0, ¨q}L2 ď C. (3. 65)
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Proof. Firstly, from the initial data of (3. 64) and the definition (3. 21) of Eǫ, it is easy to obtain that for
the last two components of Ut,
ph˜t, g˜tqp0, x, yq “ pEǫ3, Eǫ4qp0, x, yq “ prǫ3 ´ bp ¨ B´1y rǫ3, rǫ4qp0, x, yq,
which implies that by virtue of (3. 22),
}ph˜t, g˜tqp0, ¨q}L2 ` }pBxh˜t, Bxg˜tqp0, ¨q}L2 ď C. (3. 66)
Next, from (3. 64) it follows that for the first two component of Ut,
pu˜t, v˜tqp0, x, yq “ pEǫ1, Eǫ2qp0, x, yq ´ ppx, pyqp0, x, yq, (3. 67)
and in order to estimate pu˜t, v˜tq|t“0, we need to estimate ∇p|t“0.
Thanks to the divergence free condition Bxu˜t ` Byv˜t “ 0 and the boundary condition v˜t|y“0 “ 0, from
(3. 67) we obtain that p|t“0 satisfies the following elliptic equation with the Neumann boundary condition,#
△pp0, x, yq “ pBxEǫ1 ` ByEǫ2q|t“0 “ pBxrǫ1 ` Byrǫ2q|t“0,
pyp0, x, 0q “ Eǫ2p0, x, 0q “ rǫ2p0, x, 0q.
Then, the standard elliptic theory yields that
}∇p|t“0}L2 ` }∇px|t“0}L2 ď C
`}prǫ1, rǫ2q|t“0}L2 ` }Bxprǫ1, rǫ2q|t“0}L2˘. (3. 68)
Combining (3. 67) with (3. 68) and using (3. 22), we know that there is a constant C ą 0 independent of ǫ,
such that
}pu˜t, v˜tqp0, ¨q}L2 ` }pBxu˜t, Bxv˜tqp0, ¨q}L2 ď C. (3. 69)
Consequently, (3. 65) follows immediately from (3. 66) and (3. 69). 
As the estimate on Ut|t“0 has been obtained, we can obtain the following result for Ut.
Proposition 3.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.3, it holds
ǫ}Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ2}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ2
ż t
0
`}∇Utps, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ}∇Utxps, ¨q}2L2˘ds ď C, @ t P r0, T˚s (3. 70)
for some constant C ą 0 independent of ǫ.
Proof. The desired estimate of Ut can be obtained in a similar way as the one for Ux, given in the second
step of Proposition 3.3. Indeed, we can obtain
d
dt
pSUt, Utq ` δǫ}∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ď }BtEǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}2H1
˘}Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Upt, ¨q}2H1 ,
and then, applying the Gronwall inequality to the above inequality, one deduces that
}Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ
ż t
0
}∇Utps, ¨q}2L2ds
ď
´
}Utp0, ¨q}2L2 `
ż t
0
}BtEǫps, ¨q}2L2ds` C
ż t
0
}Ups, ¨q}2H1ds
¯
¨ exp C ż t
0
`
1` ǫ}Ups, ¨q}2H1
˘
ds
(
ď Cǫ´1, t P r0, T˚s,
(3. 71)
where we have used (3. 22), (3. 47) and (3. 65) in the above second inequality.
It remains to obtain the estimate of Utx. From (3. 64) we know that Utx satisfies the following initial-
boundary value problem:$’’&’’’%
BtUtx `A1pUqBxUtx `A2pUqByUtx ` pB2txpx, B2txpy, 0, 0qT ` B2tx
`
CpUqU ` ψD˘´ ǫB△Utx
`“B2tx,A1pUqBx `A2pUqBy‰U ´ ǫ“B2tx,B‰△U “ B2txEǫ,
Bxu˜tx ` Byv˜tx “ 0,
pu˜tx, v˜tx, Byh˜tx, g˜txq|y“0 “ 0, Utx|t“0 “ BxEǫp0, x, yq ´ ppxx, pyx, 0, 0qT p0, x, yq,
(3. 72)
where the notation r¨, ¨s stands for the commutator.
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Multiplying (3. 72)1 by applying S from the left and taking the inner product of the resulting equations
and Utx, it follows that
d
2dt
pSUtx, Utxq `
´
S
“
A1pUqBxUtx `A2pUqByUtx
‰´ ǫSB△Utx, Utx¯` `S`B2txpx, B2txpy, 0, 0˘T , Utx¯
` `S“B2tx`CpUqU ` ψD˘´ 12StUtx‰, Utx˘` `S“B2tx, A1pUqBx `A2pUqBy‰U,Utx˘
´ ǫ`SrB2tx, Bs△U,Utx˘ “ `B2txEǫ, Utx˘.
(3. 73)
Now, each term in (3. 73) can be estimated as follows. Firstly, by a similar argument as given in the above
step for L2-norm of U , one can obtain that`
SUtx, Utx
˘ ě cδ}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 , (3. 74)
and ˇˇ`
SA1pUqBxUtx ` SA2pUqByUtx, Utx
˘ˇˇ ď δǫ
8
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 , (3. 75)
´ ǫpSB△Utx, Utxq ě 3δǫ
4
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ´ C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ,`
SpB2txpx, B2txpy, 0, 0qT , Utx
˘ “ 0, pSB2txEǫ, Utxq ď 12 }B2txEǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 . (3. 76)
Next, we proceed to estimate the other terms in (3. 73). By (3. 20), it follows that for the term`
S
“B2tx`CpUqU ` ψD˘´ 12BtS Utx‰, Utx˘,´
S
“B2tx`CpUqU ` ψD˘´ 12BtS Utx‰, Utx¯
“
´
S
“B2tx`CaU ` ψDa˘´ 12BtS Utx‰, Utx¯` ǫ´B2tx`C˜pUqU ` ψ2Dp˘, SUtx¯
fi I1 ` I2.
For I1, note that
B2tx
`
CaU ` ψDa˘ “ CaUtx ` B2txψDa ` BxCaUt ` BtψBxDa ` BtCaUx ` BxψBtDa ` B2txCaU ` ψB2txDa,
which, along with (3. 22) yields that››B2tx`CaU ` ψDa˘››L2 À }Utxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }y´1B2txψpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Utpt, ¨q}L2 ` }y´1Btψpt, ¨q}L2
` }Uxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }y´1Bxψpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}L2 ` }y´1ψpt, ¨q}L2
À }Utxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Utpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Uxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}L2
` }h˜txpt, ¨q}L2 ` }h˜tpt, ¨q}L2 ` }h˜xpt, ¨q}L2 ` }h˜pt, ¨q}L2
À }Utxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Utpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Uxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}L2 .
Thus, we obtain
|I1| ď
››B2tx`CaU ` ψDa˘››L2}SUtxpt, ¨q}L2 ` 12}St}L8}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2
À }Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2 .
(3. 77)
Next, by integration by parts with respect to x, the term I2 can be reduced as
I2 “ ´ǫ
´
Bt
`
C˜pUqU ` ψ2Dp˘, SBxUtx ` SxUtx¯,
and then,
|I2| ď δǫ
24
}BxUtxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` Cǫ
››Bt`C˜pUqU ` ψ2Dp˘››2L2 ` Cǫ}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 .
Similar to (3. 55), we can obtain that
ǫ
››BtpC˜pUqU ` ψ2Dpq››2L2 À }Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1}Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1 ,
then combining the above two inequalities yields that
|I2| ď δǫ
24
}BxUtxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` C}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
`
1` }Utpt, ¨q}2L2
˘
. (3. 78)
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Consequently, we get that by combining (3. 77) with (3. 78),ˇˇ`
S
“B2tx`CpUqU ` ψD˘´ 12BtS Utx‰, Utx˘ˇˇ
ď δǫ
24
}BxUtxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` C}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
`
1` }Utpt, ¨q}2L2
˘` C}Upt, ¨q}2H1 . (3. 79)
Next, we consider the term
`
S
“B2tx, A1pUqBx ` A2pUqBy‰U,Utx˘. By (3. 19) and direct calculation, one
gets that`
S
“B2tx, A1pUqBx `A2pUqBy‰U,Utx˘ “ `“B2tx, `Aa1 `?ǫAp1˘Bx ` `Aa1 `?ǫAp2˘By‰U, SUtx˘
` ǫ`“B2tx, A˜1pUqBx ` A˜2pUqBy‰U, SUtx˘
fi I3 ` I4.
(3. 80)
From (3. 22), it is easy to have
|I3| À }SUtxpt, ¨q}L2
´
}∇Utpt, ¨q}L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}L2
¯
À }∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2.
(3. 81)
We know that I4 in (3. 80) reads:
I4 “ ǫ
´“BxA˜1pUqB2tx ` BxA˜2pUqB2ty‰U ` “BtA˜1pUqB2x ` BtA˜2pUqB2xy‰U
` “B2txA˜1pUqBx ` B2txA˜2pUqBy‰U, SUtx¯,
which implies that by virtue of (3. 23),
|I4| À ǫ}SUtxpt, ¨q}L4
!
}∇Utpt, ¨q}L2 ¨
2ÿ
i“1
}BxA˜ipUq}L4 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}L2 ¨
2ÿ
i“1
}BtA˜ipUq}L4
` }∇Upt, ¨q}L2 ¨
2ÿ
i“1
}B2txA˜ipUq}L4
)
À }∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ2}Utxpt, ¨q}2L4
´
}Uxpt, ¨q}2L4 ` }Utpt, ¨q}2L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L4
¯
` ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Utxpt, ¨q}L4
´
}Utxpt, ¨q}L4 ` }Utpt, ¨q}L4 ` }Uxpt, ¨q}L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}L4
¯
ď C`}∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2˘` Cǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Utxpt, ¨q}2L4
` Cǫ2}Utxpt, ¨q}2L4
´
}Uxpt, ¨q}2L4 ` }Utpt, ¨q}2L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L4
¯
.
Also, it follows that by (3. 36),
Cǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Utxpt, ¨q}2L4 À ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}L2}Utxpt, ¨q}L2}Utxpt, ¨q}H1
ď δǫ
48
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`
1` ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2
˘}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ,
and
Cǫ2}Utxpt, ¨q}2L4
´
}Uxpt, ¨q}2L4 ` }Utpt, ¨q}2L4 ` }Upt, ¨q}2L4
¯
À ǫ2}Utxpt, ¨q}L2}Utxpt, ¨q}H1
´
}Uxpt, ¨q}L2}Uxpt, ¨q}H1 ` }Utpt, ¨q}L2}Utpt, ¨q}H1 ` }Upt, ¨q}L2}Upt, ¨q}H1
¯
ď δǫ
48
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
´
1` ǫ3}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2}Uxpt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ3}Utpt, ¨q}2L2}Utpt, ¨q}2H1
` ǫ3}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
¯
}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 .
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Collecting the above three inequalities yields that
|I4| ď δǫ
24
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`}∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2˘
` C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ¨
´
1` ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ3}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2}Uxpt, ¨q}2H1
` ǫ3}Utpt, ¨q}2L2}Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ3}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
¯
.
(3. 82)
Then, substituting (3. 81) and (3. 82) into (3. 80), one hasˇˇˇ`
S
“B2tx, A1pUqBx `A2pUqBy‰U,Utx˘ˇˇˇ
ď δǫ
24
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`}∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2˘
` C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ¨
´
1` ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ3}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2}Uxpt, ¨q}2H1
` ǫ3}Utpt, ¨q}2L2}Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ3}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
¯
.
(3. 83)
Now, let us estimate the term ´ǫ`SrB2tx, Bs△U,Utx˘. Firstly, it follows that by integration by parts,
´ ǫ`SrB2tx, Bs△U,Utx˘
“ ǫ
´
SrB2tx, BsBxU, BxUtx
¯
` ǫ
´
SrB2tx, BsByU, ByUtx
¯
` ǫ
´
SrB2tx, BxsBxU,Utx
¯
` ǫ
´
SxrB2tx, BsBxU,Utx
¯
` ǫ
´
SrB2tx, BysByU,Utx
¯
` ǫ
´
SyrB2tx, BsByU,Utx
¯
fi I5 ` I6.
(3. 84)
It is easy to obtain by (3. 22) that
|I5| ď ǫ}∇Utxpt, ¨q}L2
´››SrB2tx, BsBxU››L2 ` ››SrB2tx, BsByU››L2¯
À ǫ}∇Utxpt, ¨q}L2
`}∇Utpt, ¨q}L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}L2˘
ď δǫ
24
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` Cǫ
`}∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2˘.
(3. 85)
Note that Sy, By “ Opǫ´ 12 q, then we obtain
|I6| À
?
ǫ}Utxpt, ¨q}L2
`}∇Utpt, ¨q}L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}L2˘
ď C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` Cǫ
`}∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2˘. (3. 86)
Thus, plugging (3. 85) and (3. 86) into (3. 84) implies thatˇˇ
ǫ
`
SrB2tx, Bs△U,Utx
˘ˇˇ
ď δǫ
24
}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` Cǫ
`}∇Utpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Uxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` }∇Upt, ¨q}2L2˘. (3. 87)
Finally, we substitute (3. 75)-(3. 76), (3. 79), (3. 83) and (3. 87) into (3. 73), to obtain
d
dt
pSUtx, Utxq ` δǫ}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2
ď }B2txEǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`}Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` }Uxpt, ¨q}2H1 ` }Upt, ¨q}2H1˘` C}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1`1` }Utpt, ¨q}2L2˘
` C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ¨
´
1` }Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ}∇Upt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ3}Uxpt, ¨q}2L2}Uxpt, ¨q}2H1
` ǫ3}Utpt, ¨q}2L2}Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ3}Upt, ¨q}2L2}Upt, ¨q}2H1
¯
,
which, along with (3. 29) and (3. 71) implies that
d
dt
pSUtx, Utxq ` δǫ}∇Utxpt, ¨q}2L2
ď }B2txEǫpt, ¨q}2L2 ` C
`}Utpt, ¨q}2H1 ` }Uxpt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ´1}Upt, ¨q}2H1˘
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` C}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ¨
´
1` ǫ}Upt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ2}Uxpt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ2}Utpt, ¨q}2H1
¯
.
Consequently, applying the Gronwall inequality to the above inequality, it holds that
}Utxpt, ¨q}2L2 ` ǫ
ż t
0
}∇Utxps, ¨q}2L2ds
ď
´
}Utxp0, ¨q}2L2 `
ż t
0
}B2txEǫps, ¨q}2L2ds` C
ż t
0
`}Utps, ¨q}2H1 ` }Uxps, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ´1}Ups, ¨q}2H1˘ds¯
¨ exp C ż t
0
`
1` ǫ}Ups, ¨q}2H1 ``ǫ2}Uxpt, ¨q}2H1 ` ǫ2}Utpt, ¨q}2H1
˘
ds
(
ď Cǫ´2, t P r0, T˚s,
(3. 88)
where we have used (3. 22), (3. 29), (3. 65) and (3. 71) in the second inequality. Thus, from (3. 71) and
(3. 88) we obtain (3. 70) and complete the proof.

3.5. Proof of the main theorem. Now, we are ready to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From (3. 1), one has
puǫ,Hǫ, pǫq “ pua,Ha, paq ` ǫpu,H, pq, (3. 89)
then combining with the expression (2. 36) of the approximate solution pua,Ha, paq, the local existence in
r0, T˚s of the solution puǫ,Hǫ, pǫq to the problem (1. 1)-(1. 3) follows from the local existence of pu,H, pq
given in Proposition 3.3. Also, we know that from the expression (2. 36) for pua,Ha, paq,
pua,Haqpt, x, yq “ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ` `u0b ,?ǫv0b , h0b ,?ǫg0b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘`Op?ǫq. (3. 90)
Therefore, combining (3. 89) with (3. 90) we only need to obtain the L8-estimate of pu,Hq to show (1. 8),
and further, it turns out to get the L8-estimate of U by utilizing Lemma 3.1.
Next, it suffices to get the L8-estimate of U from the estimates (3. 29) and (3. 70). Indeed, the Sobolev
embedding inequality and interpolation inequality yields that for any small λ ą 0,
}U}L8txy À }U}
1
2
´λ
L8txL
2
y
¨ }U} 12`λ
L8txH
1
y
. (3. 91)
It also holds that by combining with (3. 29),
}U}L8txL2y À }U}
1
2
´λ
L8t L
2
xy
¨ }U} 12`λ
L8t H
1
xL
2
y
À ǫ´ 12 p 12`λq. (3. 92)
Similarly, one has by virtue of (3. 70) that
}U}L8txH1y À }U}
1
2
´λ
L2tL
8
x H
1
y
¨ }U} 12`λ
H1tL
8
x H
1
y
À }U}p 12´λq
2
L2txH
1
y
}U}p 12´λqp 12`λq
L2tH
1
xH
1
y
¨ }U}p 12`λqp 12´λq
H1tL
2
xH
1
y
}U}p 12`λq
2
H1tH
1
xH
1
y
À ǫ´ 12 p 12´λq2´p 12´λqp 12`λq´p 12´λqp 12`λq´ 32 p 12`λq2
À ǫ´1´λ.
(3. 93)
Substituting (3. 92) and (3. 93) into (3. 91), we have
}U}L8txy À ǫ´
1
2
p 1
2
`λqp 1
2
´λq ¨ ǫ´p1`λqp 12`λq ď Cǫ´ 58´ 3λ2 ´λ
2
2 , (3. 94)
which along with (3. 16) implies that
}pu,Hq}L8txy ď Cǫ´
5
8
´ 3λ
2
´λ2
2 . (3. 95)
Therefore, applying (3. 90) and (3. 95) in (3. 89) yields›››puǫ,Hǫqpt, x, yq ´ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ´ `u0b ,?ǫv0b , h0b ,?ǫg0b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘›››L8txy
ď C?ǫ` Cǫ}pu,Hq}L8txy ď C
?
ǫ` Cǫ 38´ 3λ2 ´λ
2
2 ď Cǫ 38´ 3λ2 ´λ
2
2 ,
(3. 96)
provided that λ is small enough. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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Remark 3.2. From the above proof, we believe the decay rate in (3. 96) with respect to ǫ can be improved
to order
?
ǫ. For this purpose, we need to construct more accurate approximate solutions to the problem
(1. 1)-(1. 3), such that the corresponding remainder terms in (2. 40) are of order ǫγ , γ ą 9
8
. Of course, more
regularity requirement on the initial data of (1. 1)-(1. 3) is needed.
Appendix A. Expression of error caused by the approximation and its estimates
Now, we will give the expressions of the remainders Ripi “ 1 „ 4q in (2. 40), which are generated by
the approximate solution pua,Ha, paq in (2. 36), then prove Proposition 2.5. For the simplicity of notations,
denote by
τupt, x, yq “ χ1pyq
ż y?
ǫ
0
u1bpt, x, η˜qdη˜, τhpt, x, yq “ χ1pyq
ż y?
ǫ
0
h1bpt, x, η˜qdη˜ ` ρ
`
t, x,
y?
ǫ
˘
,
τgpt, x, yq “ ´
ż y?
ǫ
0
Bxρpt, x, η˜qdη˜q,
and $’’’’’&’’’’’%
Ău1bpt, x, yq “ χpyqu1b`t, x, y?ǫ˘`?ǫχ1pyq ş y?ǫ0 u1bpt, x, η˜qdη˜,rv1b pt, x, yq “ χpyqv1b `t, x, y?ǫ˘,Ăh1bpt, x, yq “ χpyqh1b`t, x, y?ǫ˘`?ǫχ1pyq ş y?ǫ0 h1bpt, x, η˜qdη˜ `?ǫρ`t, x, y?ǫ˘,rg1b pt, x, yq “ χpyqg1b pt, x, ηq ´ ?ǫ ş y?ǫ0 Bxρpt, x, η˜qdη˜q.
Then, the approximation (2. 36) can be rewritten as follows:
$’’&’%
pua,Haqpt, x, yq “ pu0,H0qpt, x, yq ` `u0b ,?ǫv0b , h0b ,?ǫg0b˘`t, x, y?ǫ˘
`?ǫ
”
pu1,H1qpt, x, yq ` `Ău1b ,?ǫ rv1b ,Ăh1b ,?ǫ rg1b˘pt, x, yqı,
papt, x, yq “ p0pt, x, yq ` ?ǫp1pt, x, yq ` ǫp1bpt, x, y?ǫq.
Moreover, from Proposition 2.4 and the estimate (2. 39) of ρ with m large enough, we know that there is a
positive constant C independent of ǫ, such that for |α| ď 5, 0 ď i ď 2 and t P r0, T4s,
ǫ
i
2
››BiyBαtxpτu, τh, τgqpt, ¨q››L2 ` ››pyByqiBαtxpτu, τh, τgqpt, ¨q››L2 ď C, (A. 1)
and
ǫ
i
2
››BiyBαtx`Ău1b , rv1b ,Ăh1b , rg1b˘pt, ¨q››L2 ` ››pyByqiBαtx`Ău1b , rv1b ,Ăh1b , rg1b˘pt, ¨q››L2 ď C. (A. 2)
Next, we find the remainder terms Ri, i “ 1 „ 4 in (2. 40) can be divided as follows.
Ri “ R0i `
?
ǫχR1i `RCi ` ǫRHi , i “ 1, 3, (A. 3)
and
Ri “ R0i `
?
ǫχR1i ` ǫRHi , i “ 2, 4. (A. 4)
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Each term in the above equalities can be expressed explicitly as follows. Firstly, R0i , i “ 1 „ 4 consist of
terms including the leading order profiles pu0b , v0b , h0b , g0b q:
R01 “
`
u0 ´ u0 ´ yByu0
˘Bxu0b ` ”v0 ´ yByv0 ´ y22 B2yv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1 ´ yByv1˘ıByu0b
´ `h0 ´ h0 ´ yByh0˘Bxh0b ´ ”g0 ´ yByg0 ´ y22 B2yg0 `?ǫ`g1 ´ g1 ´ yByg1˘ıByh0b
` `Bxu0 ´ Bxu0 ´ yB2xyu0˘u0b `?ǫ`Byu0 ´ Byu0˘v0b
´ `Bxh0 ´ Bxh0 ´ yB2xyh0˘h0b ´?ǫ`Byh0 ´ Byh0˘g0b ,
R03 “
`
u0 ´ u0 ´ yByu0
˘Bxh0b ` ”v0 ´ yByv0 ´ y22 B2yv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1 ´ yByv1˘ıByh0b
´ `h0 ´ h0 ´ yByh0˘Bxu0b ´ ”g0 ´ yByg0 ´ y22 B2yg0 `?ǫ`g1 ´ g1 ´ yByg1˘ıByu0b
` `Bxh0 ´ Bxh0 ´ yB2xyh0˘u0b `?ǫ`Byh0 ´ Byh0˘v0b
´ `Bxu0 ´ Bxu0 ´ yB2xyu0˘h0b ´?ǫ`Byu0 ´ Byu0˘g0b ,
(A. 5)
and
R02 “
?
ǫ
`
u0 ´ u0˘Bxv0b `?ǫ”v0 ´ yByv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1˘ıByv0b ´?ǫ`h0 ´ h0˘Bxg0b
´?ǫ
”
g0 ´ yByg0 `
?
ǫ
`
g1 ´ g1˘ıByg0b ` ”Bxv0 ´ yB2xyv0 `?ǫ`Bxv1 ´ Bxv1˘ıu0b
`?ǫ`Byv0 ´ Byv0˘v0b ´ ”Bxg0 ´ yB2xyg0 `?ǫ`Bxg1 ´ Bxg1˘ıh0b ´?ǫ`Byg0 ´ Byg0˘g0b ,
R04 “
?
ǫ
`
u0 ´ u0˘Bxg0b `?ǫ”v0 ´ yByv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1˘ıByg0b ´?ǫ`h0 ´ h0˘Bxv0b
´?ǫ
”
g0 ´ yByg0 `
?
ǫ
`
g1 ´ g1˘ıByv0b ` ”Bxg0 ´ yB2xyg0 `?ǫ`Bxg1 ´ Bxg1˘ıu0b
`?ǫ`Byg0 ´ Byg0˘v0b ´ ”Bxv0 ´ yB2xyv0 `?ǫ`Bxv1 ´ Bxv1˘ıh0b ´?ǫ`Byv0 ´ Byv0˘g0b .
Secondly, R1i , i “ 1 „ 4 are composed of terms related to the first order profiles pu1b , v1b , h1b , g1b q:
R11 “
`
u0 ´ u0˘Bxu1b ` ”v0 ´ yByv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1˘ıByu1b ´ `h0 ´ h0˘Bxh1b
´
”
g0 ´ yByg0 `
?
ǫ
`
g1 ´ g1˘ıByh1b ` `Bxu0 ´ Bxu0˘u1b ´ `Bxh0 ´ Bxh0˘h1b ,
R13 “
`
u0 ´ u0˘Bxh1b ` ”v0 ´ yByv0 `?ǫ`v1 ´ v1˘‰Byh1b ´ `h0 ´ h0˘Bxu1b
´
”
g0 ´ yByg0 `
?
ǫ
`
g1 ´ g1˘ıByu1b ` `Bxh0 ´ Bxh0˘u1b ´ `Bxu0 ´ Bxu0˘h1b ,
(A. 6)
and
R12 “
?
ǫv0Byv1b ´
?
ǫg0Byg1b ` Bxv0u1b ´ Bxg0h1b ,
R14 “
?
ǫv0Byg1b ´
?
ǫg0Byv1b ` Bxg0u1b ´ Bxv0h1b .
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Thirdly, RCi pi “ 1, 3q in (A. 3) are caused by the cut-off function χpyq and listed as follows.
RC1 “p1´ χq
”`
yByu0 `
?
ǫu1
˘Bxu0b ` `y22 B2yv0 `?ǫyByv1˘Byu0b ` `yB2xyu0 `?ǫBxu1˘u0b `?ǫByu0 v0b
´ `yByh0 `?ǫh1˘Bxh0b ´ `y22 B2yg0 `?ǫyByg1˘Byh0b ´ `yB2xyh0 `?ǫBxh1˘h0b ´?ǫByh0 g0bı
`?ǫv0`χ1u1b `?ǫByτu˘´?ǫg0`χ1h1b `?ǫByτh˘,
RC3 “p1´ χq
”`
yByu0 `
?
ǫu1
˘Bxh0b ` `y22 B2yv0 `?ǫyByv1˘Byh0b ` `yB2xyh0 `?ǫBxh1˘u0b `?ǫByh0 v0b
´ `yByh0 `?ǫh1˘Bxu0b ´ `y22 B2yg0 `?ǫyByg1˘Byu0b ´ `yB2xyu0 `?ǫBxu1˘h0b ´?ǫByu0 g0bı
`?ǫv0`χ1h1b `?ǫByτh˘´?ǫg0`χ1u1b `?ǫByτu˘.
(A. 7)
Finally, RHi , i “ 1 „ 4 correspond to the high order terms of Ri with respect to ǫ:
RH1 “Bxp1b ` Btτu `
`
u1 `Ău1b˘Bx`u1 `Ău1b˘` Bx“pu0 ` u0bqτu‰` pv1 ` v0b q`Byu1 ` χ1u1b `?ǫByτu˘
` rv1bBy`u0 `?ǫu1 `?ǫĂu1b˘´ `h1 `Ăh1b˘Bx`h1 `Ăh1b˘´ Bx“ph0 ` h0bqτh‰
´ pg1 ` g0b q
`Byh1 ` χ1h1b `?ǫByτh˘´ rg1bBy`h0 `?ǫh1 `?ǫĂh1b˘´?ǫτgByh0b
´ µ
”
△
`
u0 `?ǫu1˘` B2x`u0b `?ǫĂu1b˘` 2?ǫχ1Byu1b `?ǫχ2u1b ` ǫB2yτuı,
RH3 “Btτh `
`
u1 `Ău1b˘Bx`h1 `Ăh1b˘` pu0 ` u0bqBxτh ` τuBxph0 ` h0bq ` pv1 ` v0b q`Byh1 ` χ1h1b `?ǫByτh˘
` rv1bBy`h0 `?ǫh1 `?ǫĂh1b˘´ `h1 `Ăh1b˘Bx`u1 `Ău1b˘´ ph0 ` h0bqBxτu ´ τhBxpu0 ` u0bq
´ pg1 ` g0b q
`Byu1 ` χ1u1b `?ǫByτu˘´ rg1bBy`u0 `?ǫu1 `?ǫĂu1b˘´?ǫτgByu0b
´ κ
”
△
`
h0 `?ǫh1˘` B2x`h0b `?ǫĂh1b˘` 2?ǫχ1Byh1b `?ǫχ2h1b ` ǫB2yτhı,
(A. 8)
and
RH2 “Bt rv1b ` `u1 `Ău1b˘Bxpv1 ` v0b q ` pv1 ` v0b qBy`v1 `?ǫ rv1b˘` uaBx rv1b ` rv1bByva ` Bxv0τu ` χ1v0v1b
´ `h1 `Ăh1b˘Bxpg1 ` g0b q ´ pg1 ` g0b qBy`g1 `?ǫ rg1b˘´ haBx rg1b ´ rg1bByga ´ Bxg0τh ´ g0`χ1g1b `?ǫByτg˘
´ µ“△`v0 `?ǫv1 ` ǫ rv1b˘`?ǫB2xvb0‰,
RH4 “Bt rg1b ` `u1 `Ău1b˘Bxpg1 ` g0b q ` pv1 ` v0b qBy`h1 `?ǫ rg1b˘` uaBx rg1b ` rv1bByga ` Bxg0τu ` v0`χ1g1b `?ǫByτg˘
´ `h1 `Ăh1b˘Bxpv1 ` v0b q ´ pg1 ` g0b qBy`v1 `?ǫ rv1b˘´ haBx rv1b ´ rg1bByva ´ Bxv0τh ´ χ1g0v1b
´ κ“△`g0 `?ǫg1 ` ǫ rg1b˘`?ǫB2xgb0‰.
Based on the above exact expressions for the error terms Ripi “ 1 „ 4q, taking into account the estimates
of pui,Hiqpi “ 0, 1q in Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 respectively, and the estimates of pujb, hjbqpj “ 0, 1q in
Propositions 2.2 and 2.4 respectively, and the estimate (3. 68) of p1b , we are able to prove Proposition 2.5.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. We only show the L2-estimate of R1 in (2. 41). The estimates for other Ri, i “
2, 3, 4 can be estimated similarly. Moreover, If one applies the tangential derivatives operators Bαtx, |α| ď 3 on
the error terms Ri, 1 ď i ď 4, it does not produce any singular factor 1?
ǫ
in the formulation. Consequently,
we can prove (2. 41) for |α| ď 3.
From (A. 3), the L2´estimate of R1 will be divided into three parts.
Part I: Estimates of R01 and
?
ǫχR11.
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By Taylor expansion, it follows that for η “ y?
ǫ
and some θy, θ˜y, θˆy P r0, ys,
`
u0 ´ u0 ´ yByu0
˘Bxu0b “ y22 B2yu0pt, x, θyq ¨ Bxu0b`t, x, y?ǫ˘ “ ǫ2B2yu0pt, x, θyq ¨ η2Bxu0bpt, x, ηq,
and combining with the boundary condition v0pt, xq “ v0|y“0 “ 0,”
v0 ´ yByv0 ´ y
2
2
B2yv0 `
?
ǫ
`
v1 ´ v1 ´ yByv1
˘ıByu0b “”y36 B3yv0pt, x, θ˜yq ` ?ǫy22 B2yv1pt, x, θˆyqıByu0b`t, x, y?ǫ˘
“ǫ
”B3yv0pt, x, θ˜yq
6
η3 ` B
2
yv
1pt, x, θˆyq
2
η2
ı
Bηu0bpt, x, ηq.
Then from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2,ż
T
ż
R`
”`
u0 ´ u0 ´ yByu0
˘Bxu0bı2dydx “ ǫ5{2 ż
T
ż
R`
”B2yu0pt, x, θyq
2
η2Bxu0bpt, x, ηq
ı2
dηdx
ď ǫ
5{2
2
}B2yu0pt, ¨q}2L8pTˆR`q}Bxu0b}2L22pΩq
ďCǫ5{2,
which implies ›››”`u0 ´ u0 ´ yByu0˘Bxu0bıpt, ¨q›››
L2
ď Cǫ5{4.
Similarly, we have ›››”v0 ´ yByv0 ´ y2
2
B2yv0 `
?
ǫ
`
v1 ´ v1 ´ yByv1
˘ıByu0bpt, ¨q›››
L2q
ď Cǫ5{4.
Other terms in R01 and R
1
1 can be estimated in the same way by using the results in Propositions 2.1, 2.2,
2.3 and 2.4. Consequently, ››R01pt, ¨q››L2 `?ǫ››pχR11qpt, ¨q››L2 ď Cǫ5{4.
Part II: Estimates of RC1 .
By the cut-off function χpyq and Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, it yields›››”p1´ χq`yByu0 `?ǫu1˘Bxu0bıpt, ¨q›››2
L2
“ ǫ 32
ż
T
ż 8
1{?ǫ
”`
1´ χp?ǫηq˘`ηByu0pt, xq ` u1pt, xq˘Bxu0bpt, x, ηqı2dηdx
ď 2ǫ 32
ż
T
ż 8
1{?ǫ
p?ǫηq2l ¨
”`
ηByu0pt, xq ` u1pt, xq
˘Bxu0bpt, x, ηqı2dηdx
ď 4ǫ 32`l
´››Byu0››2L8pTq}Bxu0b}2L21`lpΩq ` ››u1››2L8pTq}Bxu0b}2L2l pΩq¯
ď Cǫ 32`l
(A. 9)
for any l ě 0. The analogous argument yields that for any l ě 0,›››”p1´ χq`y2
2
B2yv0 `
?
ǫyByv1
˘Byu0bıpt, ¨q›››2
L2
ď Cǫ 32`l. (A. 10)
Similarly, it holds by using Proposition 2.4 that›››`?ǫχ1v0u1b˘pt, ¨q›››2
L2pTˆR`q
“ ǫ 32
ż
T
ż 2{?ǫ
1{?ǫ
”
χ1p?ǫηqv0pt, x,?ǫηq ¨ u1bpt, x, ηq
ı2
dηdx
ď Cǫ 32`l}v0}2L8pTˆR`q}u1b}2L2l pΩq ď Cǫ
3
2
`l
(A. 11)
for any l ě 0. In addition, it follows that by the boundary condition v0|y“0 “ 0,
ǫv0Byτu “ ǫByv0pt, x, θyqy ¨ Byτupt, x, yq
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for some θy P r0, ys, which along with (A. 1) implies that››`ǫv0Byτu˘pt, ¨q}L2 ď ǫ}Byv0pt, ¨q}L8}pyByτuqpt, ¨q}L2 ď Cǫ. (A. 12)
Thus, combining (A. 9)-(A. 11) with l ě 1
2
and (A. 12), and noting that other terms of RC1 can be investigated
similarly, one can obtain ››RC1 ››L2pTˆR`q ď Cǫ.
Part III: Estimates of RH1 .
From Propositions 2.1-2.4, and using (3. 68), (A. 1) and (A. 2), it is easy to check that the L2-norm of each
term in RH1 is uniformly bounded with respect to ǫ. As a consequence,››ǫRH1 pt, ¨q››L2pTˆR`q ď Cǫ.
Finally, combining all estimates in Parts I-III reads››R1pt, ¨q››L2 ď Cǫ.

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 3.1
In this part, we give the proof of Lemma 3.1 to show the domination of the newly defined functions
pu˜, v˜, h˜, g˜q, given by (3. 15), over the original unknown pu,Hq in Lpp1 ă p ď 8q norm.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Combining (3. 5) with (3. 15), it follows
h˜pt, x, yq
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ “ By´ ψpt, x, yq
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘¯, ψpt, x, yq “ hp`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ B´1y ´ h˜pt, x, yq
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘¯, (B. 1)
and then, the Hardy inequality yields that by the upper-lower bound of hppt, x, ηq given in Proposition 2.2,›››ψpt, x, yq
y
›››
Lp
À
›››1
y
B´1y
´ h˜pt, x, yq
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘¯›››
Lp
À
››› h˜pt, x, yq
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘›››
Lp
ď C}h˜pt, ¨q}Lp , 1 ă p ď 8. (B. 2)
By a direct calculation,
Bαtxψpt, x, yq “
ÿ
βďα
Cβα
!
Bα´βtx hp
`
t, x,
y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ B´1y Bβtx´ h˜pt, x, yq
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘¯),
similarly, it implies that for |α| ď 2 and 1 ď p ď 8,›››1
y
Bαtxψpt, x, yq
›››
Lp
ď
ÿ
βďα
Cβα
!››Bα´βtx hp`t, x, y?ǫ˘››L8 ¨ ›››1y B´1y Bβtx´ h˜pt, x, yqhp`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘¯›››
Lp
)
À
ÿ
βďα
›››Bβtx´ h˜pt, x, yq
hp
`
t, x, y?
ǫ
˘¯›››
Lp
ď C
ÿ
βďα
››Bβtxh˜pt, ¨q››Lp .
(B. 3)
Next, by the transformation (3. 15),
upt, x, yq “ u˜pt, x, yq ` ap`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ h˜pt, x, yq ` `Byap ` apbp˘`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ ψpt, x, yq,
vpt, x, yq “ v˜pt, x, yq ` ap`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ g˜pt, x, yq ´ Bxap`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ ψpt, x, yq,
hpt, x, yq “ h˜pt, x, yq ` bp`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ ψpt, x, yq, gpt, x, yq “ g˜pt, x, yq.
It yields that by using (B. 2),
}upt, ¨q}Lp ď}u˜pt, ¨q}Lp ` }appt, ¨q}L8}h˜pt, ¨q}Lp `
´
}yByappt, ¨q}L8 ` }ypapbpqpt, ¨q}L8
¯›››1
y
ψpt, ¨q
›››
Lp
ď}u˜pt, ¨q}Lp ` C}h˜pt, ¨q}Lp ,
and similarly,
}vpt, ¨q}Lp ď }v˜pt, ¨q}Lp ` C}g˜pt, ¨q}Lp ` C}h˜pt, ¨q}Lp , }hpt, ¨q}Lp ď C}h˜pt, ¨q}Lp .
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Furthermore, one has
Bαtxupt, x, yq “ Bαtxu˜pt, x, yq `
ÿ
βďα
Cβα
!
Bα´βtx ap
`
t, x,
y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ Bβtxh˜pt, x, yq
` Bα´βtx
`Byap ` apbp˘`t, x, y?
ǫ
˘ ¨ Bβtxψpt, x, yq),
along with (B. 3) and the boundedness of ap, it follows that for |α| ď 2 and 1 ď p ď 8,››Bαtxupt, ¨q››Lp ď ››Bαtxu˜pt, ¨q››Lp ` ÿ
βďα
Cβα
!››Bα´βtx ap`t, x, y?ǫ˘››L8 ¨ ››Bβtxh˜pt, ¨q}Lp
` `››yByBα´βtx ap`t, x, y?ǫ˘››L8 ` ››yBα´βtx papbpq`t, x, y?ǫ˘››L8˘ ¨ ›››1y Bβtxψpt, x, yq›››Lp)
ď ››Bαtxu˜pt, ¨q››Lp ` C ÿ
βďα
››Bβtxh˜pt, ¨q}Lp .
Likewise, one can obtain that››Bαtxvpt, ¨q››Lp ď ››Bαtxv˜pt, ¨q››Lp ` C ÿ
βďα
´››Bβtxg˜pt, ¨q}Lp ` ››Bβtxh˜pt, ¨q}Lp¯,
and ››Bαtxhpt, ¨q››Lp ď C ÿ
βďα
››Bβtxh˜pt, ¨q}Lp .
As g “ g˜, it is nature to get ››Bαtxgpt, ¨q}Lp “ ››Bαtxg˜pt, ¨q}Lp .
Combining the above estimates, we obtain (3. 16) immediately. 
Appendix C. Expressions of some notations in the problem 3.18 and their estimates
Firstly, we provide the explicit expressions of matrices Ca, C˜pUq and vectors Da, Dp given in (3. 20).
Precisely,
Ca “
¨˚
˚˝ ´Bypv
a ´ apgaq Bypua ´ aphaq Ca13 Ca14
Bxpva ´ apgaq ´Bxpua ´ aphaq Ca23 Ca24
Bxha ` bpga Byha ´ bpha Ca33 Ca34
Bxga Byga Ca43 Ca44
‹˛‹‚
with
Ca13 “´ 2apBypva ´ apgaq ´ rpapq2 ´ 1spByga ´ bpgaq ` rBt ` pua ` aphaqBx ` pva ` apgaqBy ´ µǫ△´ 2µǫB2ysap
´ ǫ p3µ´ κqbpByap ` pµ´ κqap“2Bybp ` pbpq2‰(,
Ca14 “2apBypua ´ aphaq ` rpapq2 ´ 1spByha ´ bphaq ´ 2ǫ
“pµ´ κqapBxbp ´ µbpBxap ´ µB2xyap‰,
Ca23 “2apBxpva ´ apgaq ` rpapq2 ´ 1sBxga ` 2ǫrµB2xyap ` pµ´ κqbpBxaps,
Ca24 “´ 2apBxpua ´ aphaq ´ rpapq2 ´ 1sBxha ` rBt ` pua ` aphaqBx ` pva ` apgaqBy ´ µǫ△´ 2µǫB2xsap,
Ca33 “Bypva ´ apgaq ´ phaBx ` gaByqap ´ 2κǫBybp, Ca34 “ ´Bypua ´ aphaq ` 2κǫBxbp,
Ca43 “´ Bxpva ´ apgaq, Ca44 “ Bxpua ´ aphaq ´ phaBx ` gaByqap.
C˜pUq “
¨˚
˚˝ BypBxa
p ¨ ψq BypByap ¨ ψq C˜13pUq C˜14pUq
´BxpBxap ¨ ψq ´BxpByap ¨ ψq ´2apBxpBxap ¨ ψq 2ap
“
bpBxap ¨ ψ ´ BxpByap ¨ ψq
‰
Bxbp ¨ ψ Bybp ¨ ψ ´BypBxap ¨ ψq ´ bpBxap ¨ ψ ´BypByap ¨ ψq
0 0 BxpBxap ¨ ψq BxpByap ¨ ψq ´ bpBxap ¨ ψ
‹˛‹‚
with
C˜13pUq “ 2ap
“BypBxap ¨ ψq ` bpBxap ¨ ψ‰` rpapq2 ´ 1sBxbp ¨ ψ,
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C˜14pUq “ 2apBypByap ¨ ψq ` rpapq2 ´ 1sBybp ¨ ψ.
The vectors Da “ pDai q1ďiď4 and Dp “ pDpi q1ďiď4 are given by:
Da1 “´ BxapBypua ´ aphaq ´ pByap ` 2apbpqBypva ´ apgaq ` rpapq2 ´ 1srphaBx ` gaByqbp ´ bppByga ´ bpgaqs
` rBt ` pua ` aphaqBx ` pva ` apgaqBy ´ µǫ△sByap ` bprBt ` pua ` aphaqBx ` pva ` apgaqBy ´ µǫ△sap
´ 2µǫ`bpB2yap ` BxapBxbp˘´ pµ´ κqǫap“△bp ` 3bpBybp ` pbpq3‰´ p3µ´ κqǫByap“Bybp ` pbpq2‰,
Da2 “BxapBxpua ´ aphaq ` pByap ` 2apbpqBxpva ´ apgaq ` rpapq2 ´ 1sbpBxga
´ rBt ` pua ` aphaqBx ` pva ` apgaqBy ´ µǫ△sBxap ` ǫ
 
2µbpB2xyap ` pµ´ κqBxaprBybp ` pbpq2s
(
,
Da3 “bpBypva ´ apgaq ´ By
“phaBx ` gaByqap‰` “Bt ` `ua ´ apha˘Bx ` `va ´ apga ´ 2κǫbp˘By ´ κǫ△‰bp,
Da4 “´ bpBxpva ´ apgaq ` Bx
“phaBx ` gaByqap‰,
and
D
p
1 “ pByap ` 2apbpqB2xyap ´ BxapB2yap ` rpapq2 ´ 1sbpBxbp ` 2apBxappbpq2,
D
p
2 “ ´pByap ` 2apbpqB2xap ` BxapB2xyap,
D
p
3 “ ´bpB2xyap ´ BxaprBybp ` pbpq2s ` ByapBxbp,
D
p
4 “ bpB2xap.
Next, we give the proof of Proposition 3.2.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Firstly, we establish the L8 estimates in (3. 22), in other words, we will show the
following uniform estimate in ǫ:››BαtxpAai , Api , B, Caqpt, ¨q››L8 ` ››yBαtxDapt, ¨q››L8 ` ››y2BαtxDppt, ¨q››L8 “ Op1q. (C. 1)
Actually, the above estimate (C. 1) is based on the estimates (3. 12), (3. 13) and the following facts (F):
(1) the definition (2. 36) implies pua,Haq, pByva, Bygaq “ Op1q;
(2) by the boundary conditions pva, gaq|y“0 “ 0, the estimates (3. 12) and the Hardy inequality, it holds
}vaByap}L8 ď }yByap}L8
››va
y
››
L8
À }yByap}L8}Byva}L8 “ Op1q,
and similarly,
}vabp}L8 , }gaByap}L8 , }gabp}L8 ,
››`u0 ´ u0|y“0˘Byap››L8 , ››`u0 ´ u0|y“0˘bp››L8 ,››`h0 ´ h0|y“0˘Byap››L8 , ››`h0 ´ h0|y“0˘bp››L8 “ Op1q,
which implies that Bypva ´ apgaq “ Op1q;
(3) it follows that from the definition (3. 10),
Bypua ´ aphaq “By
´
u0 ´ u0|y“0 ´ ap
`
h0 ´ h0|y“0
˘¯` By`up ´ aphp˘`Op1q
“Op1q ` By
`p1´ χqup˘ “ Op1q ´ χ1up ` 1´ χ
y
¨ pyByupq “ Op1q,
by using
ˇˇ
1´χ
y
ˇˇ ď 1, and similarly,
Byha ´ bpha “By
`
h0 ´ h0|y“0
˘´ bp`h0 ´ h0|y“0˘` Byup ´ bphp `Op1q
“Byh0 ´ bp
`
h0 ´ h0|y“0
˘`Op1q “ Op1q;
(4) the above three properties also hold for the derivatives, up to oder three with respect to t and x , of
corresponding quantities.
Secondly, for the source term Eǫ given in (3. 21), it follows that by virtue of rǫ5 “ B´1y rǫ3 given in (3. 6),
Eǫ “
´
rǫ1 ´ ap ¨ rǫ3 ´ Byap ¨ B´1y rǫ3, rǫ2 ` Bxpap ¨ B´1y rǫ3q, rǫ3 ´ bp ¨ B´1y rǫ3, rǫ4
¯T
,
which implies that by combining (3. 3), (3. 12), (3. 13) and the Hardy inequality,
}BαtxEǫpt, ¨q}L2 À
ÿ
1ďiď4, |β|ď3
}Bβtxrǫi pt, ¨q}L2 ď C, |α| ď 2 (C. 2)
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for some constant C ą 0 independent of ǫ. Thus, we obtain (3. 22) by combining (C. 1) with (C. 2).
Next, note that from the definitions of A˜ipUq, i “ 1, 2 and C˜pUq, combining with the relations (3. 5),
(3. 12), (3. 13) and (B. 2), a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 is that for |α| ď 2 and 1 ă p ď 8,››BαtxA˜ipUqpt, ¨q››Lp À ÿ
βďα
››Bβtxpu, v, h, gq››Lp ď C ÿ
βďα
››BβtxUpt, ¨q››Lp , i “ 1, 2,
and ››BαtxC˜pUqpt, ¨q››Lp À ǫ´ 12 ÿ
βďα
”››Bβtxph, gqpt, ¨q››Lp ` ››y´1Bβtxψpt, ¨q››Lpı ď Cǫ´ 12 ÿ
βďα
››BβtxUpt, ¨q››Lp .
Thus, we obtain (3. 23).
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